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PREFACE

This study is part of a broader project on the future of the U.S.
Army in Europe conducted within the Policy and Strategy Studies Pro-
gram of RAND's Arroyo Center. The study assesses the political,
economic, and security ramifications of German unification and the
future of German-American relations. It should be of interest to U.S.
government officials dealing with NATO and Central European affairs.
The author would like to thank Dariel Hamilton and F. Stephen Lar-
rabee for their comments on an earlier draft of this report. A special
word of thanks also goes to Gerhard Herdegen from the Allensbach
Institute for Public Opinion and to Nancy Walker from the United
States Information Agency for their assistance in providing the public
opinion data used in this report.

Research was concluded in September 1990.

THE ARROYO CENTER

The Arroyo Center is the U.S. Army's federally fun-led research anddevelopment center for studies and analysis operated by RAND. The

Arroyo Center provides the Army with objective, independent analytic
research on major policy and management concerns, emphasizing mid-
to long-term problems. Its research is carried out in five programs:
Policy and Strategy; Force Development and Employment; Readiness
and Sustainability;, Manpower, Training, and Performance; and
Applied Technology.

Army Rogulation 5-21 contains basic policy for the conduct of the
Arroyo Center. The Army provides continuing guidance and oversight
through the Arroyo Center Policy Committee, which is cochaired by
the Vice Chief of Staff and by the Assistant Secretary for Research,
Development, and Acquisition. Arroyo Center work is performed under
contract MDA903-91-C-0006.

The Arroyo Center is housed in RAND's Army Research Division.
RAND is a private, nonprofit institution that conducts analytic
research on a wide range of public policy matters affecting the nation's
security and welfare.
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SUMMARY

11This study assesses the political, economic, foreign, and security pol-
icy implications of German unification and draws the central conclu-
sion that unificatior has fundamentally transformed Germany's posi-
tion and role in Europe. German unification resulted from a basic
shift in the balance of forces in Europe-a shift whose ramifications
extend well beyond Germany or Central Europe-and from the collapse
of communism in East-Central Europe along with the pending with-
drawal of massive Soviet military force from Central and Eastern
Europe. Its outcome has been a fundamental change in the European
security environment-one that touches on the interests of all Euro-
pean actors. Indeed, not only has Germany been unified, but the

4 Ftederal Republic of Germany (FRG), once a divided, front-line state
exposed to massive Soviet power, has been transformed into one bf the

democratic, and weaker countries.
I The unification of Germany has, in addition, launched the country

on three transitions. The first of these transitions stems from the
merging of the two German states, the consequent augmentation of
German resources and influence, and the implications of these factors
on the existing balance of power in Europe and beyond Both the
domestic and foreign aspects of unification have been accomplished
under conditions that would have been considered wildly optinistic
only a few years ago. Yet unification was not the result of diplomatic
machinations but rather was the consequence of self-determination and
of a popular, peaceful, democratic, and pro-Western revolt by the East
German populace. Moreover, the key components of a final security

arrangement for a unified Germany include NATO membership, a con-
tintung American nuclear guarantee, and mcdest conatraints on the
Bundeswehr--conditions that so obviously correspond to Western
interests that few experts would have dared to predict them in past
scenario writing.

The second transition centers on the internal political and economic
transformation that will accompany the imification process. There is
every reason to believe that the well-tested democratic institutions cf
the FRG will ensure quick transition to democratic rule in the formn
German Democratic Republic (GDR) and will lay the basis for successw
ful democratic rule in an all-German framework. Yet it will inevitably
take time to allow for the political education and adaptation of some 16
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million Germans with limited practical experience in the ways of
democracy. Roughly 20 percent of the future all-German parliament
will consist of delegates from the former GDR-and these delegates'
political and intellectual baggage will be quite different from that of
their West German counterparts.

The end result is likely to be a Germany that is democratic, liberal,
and capitalist, but also one that is more Protestant, more oriented
toward the East, and more consciously German. At the same time,
unification coincides with a crucial generational transition in both
former parts of Germany. Essentially, the building of a new Germany
will be accomplished by a new generation of Germans that is emerging
on the political scene in both the East and the West-one that is
solidly prodemocratic but also far more self-confident. This generation
has been raised without many of the doubts concerning the stability of
German democracy that have plagued previous generations, and it has
instead come to regard Germany's postwar accomplishments with
pride. It is also a generation for whom patriotism and national pride
are increasingly seen as normal sentiments. And while the weight of I
German history will undoubtedly continue to cast a shadow, that
shadow will diminish with the passage of tmti. Germany will thus
become more patriotic if for no other reasoa than that the factors that
once made it so difficult for Germans to cultivate a sense o' national
pride are rapidly declining.

Economically, unification presents Germany witn a mixture of
staggering short-term costs and enormous lovi-ttrm opportunities.
The collapse of communism has revealed that the economy of the
GDR, once flaunted as the economic workhorse of the Communist
world, is !n disastrous shape. The costs of reconstruction are therefore
enormous. Indeed, the capital needs for ftvonoinic reconstruction could
easily reach one trillion deutsche marks (DM) over the next decade;
rapidly increasIng expenditures for unification have aiready pushed the
German buiget deficit to some 100 billion DM, or 3.3 percent of the
GDP in 1990 compared with 21 billion DM or 0.9 pemeeLt of the GDP
in 1989. The policy of economic and monetary union introduced by
the Bonn gowvrnment has thus amounted to a form of shock therapy
with considerable short-term costs. The GDP for the former GDR is
expected to fall some 10 to 15 percent for 1990 and continue to be
negative for 1991. At the same time, the West German economy is
well positioned to meet the challenges posed by the former GDR9'
transition to a market economy. The Bonn government expects the
economy of the GDR to bottom out in mid-1991 and to be followed by
a significant economic boom. Hence the longer-term growth projee-
tions for the former GDR are quite positive.
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The manner in which Bonn handles the challenge of economic
reconstruction will be closely observed both in Europe and beyond, for
despite the Bonn govwrnment's pledge that German unification will
accelerate the unification of Europe as a whole, concerns remain-
above all in Franc,--that a German preoccupation with the GDR will
slacken the pace of integration within the European Community (EC).
In Eastern Europe, too, concerns have been raised that German invest-
ment in the GDR will leave little capital for the rest of the region.
Finally, the fashion in which the Germans handle the economic aspect
of unification will also affect the United States in two ways. First,
unification will redirect capital flows and increase interest rates-
hardly a recipe for relief in a U.S. economy plagued by a major budget
deficit and headed toward a recession. Second, Germany's growing
weight and the central position it occupies in the EC also mean that it
will play a crucial role in shaping the EC's position in European-
American talks on trade liberalization, monetary stabilization, and
economic assistance toward the East. Such developments are integral
to an undeo stance of fwuture German leadership in Europe and oft
German-American relations.

The third transition concerns German attitudes toward power, its
use of power and influence as a tool of diplomacy, and the goals to
which newly acquired German influence will be applied. This is, first
and foremost, a question bearing on the psychological transformation
of a formerly divided country and medium-sized power into the dom-
inant political and economic actor on the continent. Throughout much
of the postwar period, the FRG assumed a low foreign policy profile,
burdened as it was with the weight of German history, the role of a
front-line state, and an identity crisis rooted in partition. Yet there
have long been signs that such a role was anachronistic and was per-
ceived as such by both Germans and their allies. Hence, as Germany
unites against the backdrop of a rapidly changing political landscape,
the country will be compelled to question whether its old agenda and,
above all, its old style and instruments of foreign policy will be ade-
quate to the task of meeting its new challenges.

There is little doubt that the German political class sees its destiny
in a European context. Similarly, there is a strong commitment to
preserving both the multilateral approach and the political institutions
that have served the FRG so well in the postwar period. Indeed, in the
current German foreign policy debate, Europe and European integra-
tion have come to be seen as a cure-all for all the problems that could
confront a united Germany in the East as well as in the West. Multi-
lateral institutions also hold promise of allowing Germany to assume a
greater role in Europe while simulta sly binding itself with its
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neighbors in ways that would mitigate residual fears concerning
increased German power.

The problem with the foreign policy of a new Germany is not that it
has any bad intentions, but rather that it has too many good ones.
The goals articulated by the leadership of this new Germany-
deepened integration in Western Europe, support for reform in the
East, and the transition to a iiew and more balanced trans-Atlantic
relationship-are admirable and can hardly be disputed. The open
question, however, is whether these goals can be achieved simul-
taneously and what the consequences might be if they cannot. Many
of the solutions offered by German leaders involve processes, such as
integration, that may require years and perhaps decades to accomplish,
whereas the potential rtoblemns that could confront them may arise in
the near term, thereby compelling a difficult setting of priorities and
competition for econon ic resources and political capital.

In sum, the current challenge facing German foreign policy lies in
the need to strike a satisfactory baiance between three factors: first, j
the need to maintain and deepen integration in Western Europe;
second, the necessity to facilitate the political and economic recon-
struction of the East; and third, the need to consolidate a new trans-
Atlantic relationship as geopolitical backup or insurance during the
transition to a new European order-and, at the same time, to
transform this relationship into a new and more balanced global j
partnership. German leaders are aware that a race is currently being
waged between integration in Western Europe and disintegration in
Eastern Europe. They also understand, however, that a second race is
taking place-a race to create a new trans-Atlantic relation with the
United States that would ensure active American participation of Euro-
pean affairs before the erosion of NATO's infrastructure assumes criti-
cal proportions.

The dangers facing German policymakers are therefore fourfold.
The first lies in the residual uncertainties of German domestic politics
in the wake of unification. The successful political and economic
integration of the former GDR will be a time-consuming process, and
one that will demand much of Germany's attention and resources. At
the same tune, Germans from the GDR must learn to appreciate the
benefits of Western integration if they are to ensure that Gerinany
does not witness a resurgence of nationalism at a time when there will
be growing pressures for it to cede sovereignty to multilateral Western
institutions. The danger lies in the prospect that Germany may
become preoccupied with domestic issues at a time when the country is
confronted with a full foreign policy agenda.

I I I I I I I II li I I I II I I I• IT



The second danger is that Germany will not engineer its political
and economic integration into the EC as quickly or comprehensively as
it hopes. Clearly numeroub factors and issues are at stake in the
debate over the future of the EC, one of the most salient of which is
the future of Franco-German relations; both Paris and Bonn have long• ~viewed this relationship as the motor behind EC integration. Yet•

despite Bonn's rhetoric that German unification has furthered Euro-
pean unification, the reality of Franco-German relations during the
past year has served as a sober reminder both of the complex problems
attending integration and of the residual uncertainties concerning
Germany's weight and the clear reluctance on the part of Germany's
neighbors to ally themselves with a country whose future policies are
still somewhat uncertain.

The third danger is that Germany will be overwhelmed by the prob-
lems of political and economic reconstruction farther to the east. Ger-
many has little choice but to become actively involved in reform and
change in Eastern Europe, for its own domestic stability and security
requirements are intimately intertwined with the fate of reform and
democracy in that region. lret German political leaders currently see I
themselves as lacking the resources to play this role by themselves,
especially in light of the enormous short-term economic and financial
burdens that unification has imposed on them. Moreover, for a politi-
cal elite whose formative experiences have been gathered through
Western multilateral institutions, the notion of Germany assuming pri-
mary responsibility for managing change in Eastern Europe is still er
alien one. It is for these reasons that Germany will continue to adv
cate a joint Western policy approach toward the problems of this
region.

A related danger lies in Germany's need to develop and to sustain a
satisfactory relationship with the USSR at a time when the Soviet
state is in a state of fragmentation. All of the dangers mentioned
above with regard to Eastern Europe loom larger if one looks beyond
the immediate time horizon to contemplate scenarios involving the
disintegration and possible breakup of the USSR. Such a development
would inevitably lead to the creation of a power vacuum in the East
that would result in turn in a critical restructuring of political and
economic influence in that region. Were this to occur, enormous pres-
sure would be brought to bear on the West-above all on Germany-to
fashion new arrangements with the emerging independent or autono-
mous elites of the region.

Germany's dilemma lies in the possibility that problems in the East
could emerge well before Western institutions such as the EC or the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) are capable
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of addressing the political, economic, and security problems in the
region. Inability or unwillingness on the part of the West to develop a
multilateral and coordinated approach to the region could result in a
political backlash that could engender increasing social and economic
instability in Eastern Europe, the consequences of which would directly
affect Germany through such venues as increased migration from the
East or a rise in national sentiment. A Germany faced with growing
instability on its Eastern flank and finding its calls for joint Western
assistance for the region rebuffed could feel increasingly compelled to
develop its own bilateral working arrangements with the USSR in
attempts to manage this process of chaotic change. If such a develop-
ment were to occur, it not only would place an inordinate strain on
German attention, resources, and diplomacy but could also have a pro-
found effect on Germany's attitudes toward its Western commitments.
A Germany that proved unsuccessful in harnessing Western institu-
tions such as the EC or the CSCE to deal with mounting political and
economic turmoil on its eastern flank--and one that felt increasingly
compelled to act on its own in the region-could quickly find itself
faced with precisely the type of reappraisal of relations with its I
Western neighbors that German leaders have &) desperately sought to
avoid.

Such scenarios quickly bring us to the fourth danger facing German
policymakers: namely, a premature attenuation of the trans-Atlantic
bond resulting from the merging of changing trends in German public
opinion with American neoisolationism to produce an American with-
drawal from European security affairs. At first glance, German-
American relations would appear to be better than ever. American
support for German unity, after all, has been gratefully acknowledged
by German leaders; not only is the standing of the Bush administration
high in German public opinion, but much of the radical chic anti-
Americanism of the early 1980s has dissipated. At the same time, the
collapse of communism and the pending withdrawal of Soviet troops
from the region have led to a dramatic drop in threat perceptions.
This in turn has led to major shifts in the perceived need for American
troops on German soil. Public opinion polls taken in mid-1990, for
example, showed a majority of West Germans favoring an American
troop withdrawal. Such trends could be exacerbated as unification and
the addition of some 17 million former East Germans to the security
debate inject a new variable into the equation governing overall Ger-
man attitudes toward America's role in Germany.

Such polls do not necessarily mean that a future American military
presence in Grmany cannot be sustained. What they do underline,
however, is that a new rationak for an ongoing US. troop presence
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must be developed if German public support for NATO is to remain
cohesive. Arguments that have been put forth in favor of an American
troop presence in years past-e.g., that such troops provide a stabiliz-
ing force for German democracy-are likely to be largely irrelevant to a
younger generation of Germans. Moreover, large segments of the Ger-
man elite are already convinced that it will be increasingly difficult and
perhaps impossible to justify either a strong Bundeswehr or a residual
allied troop presence solely -on the basis of a residual Soviet threat,
above all at a time when Germany is pursuing a policy of rapproche-
ment toward the USSR.

There are, of course, other substantive reasons for maintaining U.S.
troops in Germany and Europe-reasons that much of the German
political elite both understand and support in principle. The problem
lies in defining a role for both the United States and NATO that is
politically sustainable in the future and that is not linked solely or
even primarily to the Soviet Union. The threat to the American pres-
ence in Germany therefore does not reside in a sudden surge in anti-
Americanism or in vocal calls for an immediate troop withdrawal.
Rather, it lies in the possibility that the American presence will, in the
medium or long term, be seen as unnecessary and irrelevant.

Unification will therefore require major adjustments in American
thikin-seciicalyin the way we see our own role in Germany and

in Europe. The bottom line of the German-American relationship
remains rooted in a security partnership based on geopolitics-namely
the need for the United States to balance the USSR as a continental
superpower, especially in the nuclear realm At the same time, the
future of the American presence in Germany must be viewed through a
broader prism--one that takes into account the need to develop coordi-
nated strategies in the realm of trans-Atlantic commercial and
economic issues as well as a joint policy toward the USSR and Eastern
Europe.

Liberating the German-American relationship from its previously
narrow focus on military security and from Bonn's dependence on the
United States introduces the possibility that this alliance might assume
a broader and more balanced character. It also implies the risk, how-
ever, that new tensions might be unleashed. Growing friction over
trade liberalization, protectionism, or monetary stabilization will, for
example, have a far greater impact on U.S.-German relations than than
in the past if such issues are not properly managed. Similarly, the
development of a coordinated Western policy toward Eastern Europe
may be just as essential to many Germans as the narrower issue of mil-
itary security and could thus be seen increasingly in Germany as a test
of America's commitment to peace and stability in Europe. Should

I l l ll lb I el Ii I I I ee I 1 II [ ] I
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German-American differences emerge on how to deal with the USSR,
Eastern Europe, or the CSCE-all areas to which German political and
diplomatic energies are likely to be directed in the next few yeas--the
American role could be rendered marginal in the Germans' perception.

At the same time, German unification has undoubtedly altered the
context of German-American relations. American influence in Euro-
pean affairs, for one, will be more limited and diffuse-not only as a
function of the devaluation of the role of military power in Europe, but
also as a result of the fact that, rightly or wrongly, the inability of
Washington to bring social, economic, and budgetary issues at home
under control has tarnished the image the United States once enjoyed
in Germany as a society worthy of emulation. As a result, Germany
will be a more equal, assertive, and independent-minded partner that
will want the United States involved, but increasingly on terms defined
by the Germans themselves.

The United States still has a crucial role to play both in Germany
and in Europe. This role, however, will not be that of a controller or
mentor but rather one of a key leadership partner in the Western I
world. First and foremost, the United States will be a key interlocutor
with the USSR on security issues. It is also in everyone's interests
that Germany not become the sole Western power heavily engaged in
the East. The best guarantee against such a scenario is to ensure that
the problems of the East be confronted by the key countries of the
West in a multilateral framework--one that includes the United States.
The United States, for its part, can and should encourage Germany to
become involved in broader issues touching on common Western secu-
rity interests. Unification must mark the end of geopolitical and inter-
national abstinence.

It is only in this way that the German-American relationship will
remain healthy and thrive. A division of labor in which the Germans
deal solely with the East-and in which the United States concentrates
on crises in the Persian Gulf or elsewhere--could simply accelerate a
process of erosion and marginalization on both sides of the Atlantic. It
would be a tremendous irony of history if the United States, after play-
ing such a decisive role in building German democracy by promoting
Germany's rehabilitation and facilitating the achievement of German
unity, should now become a marginal force in German and European
politics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

German unification marks a watershed in postwar European history.

A byproduct of the collapse of communist rule in Eastern Europe, the
overcoming of Germany's division may also bring about the end of

Europe's division some 45 years following the conclusion of the Second
World War. A unified Germany will play a key role in shaping the
future political, economic, and military landscape in Europe.

The purpose of this Report is to look beyond the tumultuous events
of the unification process in efforts to address the longer-term ramifi-
cations of German unification. What, for example, will be the political
and economic outcome of the merger of the two German states? Simi-
larly, how will a unified Germany respond to the radically altered
foreign and security policy environment in which it finds itself? What
degree of continuity or change will characterize future German domes-
tic and foreign policy? Will Germany's agenda change, and, if so, how?
Will the past style and instruments of German foreign policy be ade-
quate to meet the new challenges that will confront a unified Ger-
many?

Such questions are crucial in light of Germany's central position and
in view of its growing importance in shaping the future course of Euro-
pean politics. The central theme of this study is that the collapse of
communism has transformed Germany into the lead actor on the Euro-
pean stage. As a divided country and a front-line state exposed to
massive Soviet power, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) enjoyed
a sheltered existence for much of the postwar period. Unification and
the collapse of Soviet influence to the East will enhance German politi-
cal and economic influence in the region but will also impose new
responsibilities and burdens on German policymakers.

Accordingly, the key questions addressed in this study center on how
such changes will affect German perceptions of their own interests,
roles, and commitments in Europe and beyond, including their rela-
tions with the United States. The FRG has been one of the closest
allies of the United States throughout the postwar period. As a result,
the course that Germany takes will be a key factor determining not
only the future political landscape of Europe but the American role in
European affa as well.

° 1
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IH. THE CONSEQUENCES OF UNIFICATION:
THE STATISTICS

A central aspect of unification, and one that must be stressed, is
that the newly created German union was by no means a marriage of
two equal and powerful partners. Rather, it more closely resembled the
adoption of a weaker Eastern sibling by its stronger Western counter-
part. A comparison of the basic statistics of the two German states,
shown in Figure 2.1, amply illustrates this point. As this figure shows,
the German Democratic Republic (GDR) was a small to medium-sized
country from a European perspective; at the end of 1989, its population
was about one-quarter of that of the FRG and its GNP some 10 to 15
percent. Its productivity level varied greatly across industrial sectors
but in overall terms was estimated to have been roughly 40 percent of
that of the FRG. Hence, even if the former GDR were eventually to
attain the productivity level of the FRG, its absorption would amount
to little more than the addition to the FRG of a country roughly the
size of one of the larger West German Laender, such as North Rhine-
Westphalia.

This unified state also differs from the Germany of prewar vintage
with regard to its composition. The territory of a unified Germany, for
example, will include only two-thirds of the area of the former German
Reich. Until the end of the First World War, this Reich, with 541,000
square kilometers, was the largest nation in Europe and second only to
Russia on the continent. By contrast, a unified Germany in 1990 will
span some 357,000 square kilometers, placing it in fifth place in Europe
behind France, Spain, and Sweden, and only slightly ahead of countries
such as Finland, Norway, and Poland.

The relative weight of a unified Germany becomes clearer when it is
placed outside the context of Europe. The population of a unified Ger-
many, for instance, is less than one-third of that of the United States
and three-quarters of that of Japan. Similarly, the size of the economy
of a unified Germany will be only one-quarter of the United States and
60 percent of Japan. Although Germany is one of the world's leading
export countries, its dominance in this ream aears less formidable if
one treats the European Community (EC) market as a domestic
market for German goods, since over half of Germany&s exports are to
EC countries. Similarly, Germany is highly vulnerable to changes in
the world economy and is heavily dependent on imports from around
the world--up to 100 percent in some key sectors.

2



West East
Vaiable Germany Germany

Area (square kilometers) 249,000 108,000

"Population: 1950 (millions) 50.0 18.4

Population: 1988 (millions) 61.7 16.7
Population of working age (15-65) (millions) 42.8 11.2
Pensioners 65 or older (millions) 9.4 2.2

Pensioners as percent of population 15.2 13.2

Life expectancy: 1988 (years)
Males 70 69
Females 77 75

SFertility rate: 1987a 1.3 1.7

Workforce: 1988 (including armed forces)

(millions) 29.7 8.6

Employment (as percent of population) 48.1 51.5
Males 60.7 55.1
Females 37.0 48.3

Percentage employed in agriculture 5 12
Industry 41 48
Services 54 40

Gross domestic product (billions) $1200 $155
1988 per person $19,500 $9300

Number of children a woman will bear In her lifetime

SOURCES: Commerbank. Deubche BanK, OECD

Fig. 2.1-The two German states compared

I
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Germany also suffers frc-i a critical demographic problem. The
contrast between the population and demographic trends of prewar
Germany and Germany today, for example, is striking. Three decades
ago, Germany had a population of some 60 million, placing it nearly 50
percent ahead of either France or Great Britain and exceeded only by
Russia, with some 90 million. Together with the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, then, the German-speaking area of Europe was by far the most
populous on the continent--equaling that of France, Great Britain, and
Italy combined. By contrast, the newly reunified Germany has a popu-
lation of 79 million, including some five million foreigners. Moreover,
both halves of Germany suffer from a declining birth rate. Hence the
population of Germany is expected to decline by some five million per
decade-such that within 30 years, the number of Germans in a unified
Germany will be roughly that of the population of the FRG today and
will be only slightly ahead of France, Britain, or Italy.

There has, of course, been considerable emigration of ethnic Ger-
romans from the East into the FRG in recent years; in all, approximately I
1.2 million people, some 700,000 of whom were East Germans or ethnic
Germans from Poland, Romania, or the USSR, left the Soviet bloc in
1989. Such flows will not, however, reverse the demographic trends of
a unified Germany. As a result, Germany will continue to import
foreign labor and will increasingly become a multicultural society with
all the advantages and problems inherent in that process. Some esti-
mates suggest that a unified Germany may have to import labor on the
scale of some 500,000 annually by the end of the decade.'

This process of emigration that has been taking place since the
mid-1950s will be augmented by labor flows resulting from the imple-
mentation of the European Single Act of 1992 and the elimination of
internal barriers against intra-EC immigration as well as by substantial
migration pressures from the newly democratizing countries in Eastern
Europe-pressures driven by the significantly higher birth rates in
those countries and by Germany's relative affluence and extensive
social welfare system.2 Emigration pressures emanating from the
USSR may be even g-eater, however, Soviet officials have estimated
that the liberalization of Soviet travel restrictions, combined with
ongoing economic reform in the USSR, could lead some seven to eight
million Soviet citizens to apply for emigration within the first year

IFer background on German demographic trends, see the article by Josef Schmid,
professor of demography at the Uniiasity of Bamberg, entitted "Der Drck nimmt zu,"
in Rhlwisider Merkur, October 12, 19WO.

2 0, the integration of refes from the Ast, see Klaus 1 1c
lichen Higi deigdr Aussiedler,w Au. PolJik und Zeitpschichts, January 12, 199C,
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after the regulations are introduced.3 While such problems will con-
front the EC as a whole, Germany's advanced welfare system, its his-
toric ties with the region, and the border it shares with the new demo-
cracies of the East make it a likely destination for those seeking jobs
and prosperity in the West.

Although such statistics do not alter the centrality of a unified
Germany's role in Europe, they do underscore the fact that the Ger-
many ,f today is far different from its predecessors in both its size and
its composition. Above all, Germany is far more dependent on its
neighbors for everything from labor to export markets. And while Ger-
maD resources and influence will doubtless increase as a product of
unification, the collapse of Soviet power, and the enormous changes
taking place in Europe, Germany will remain a country that is closely
linked to its European neighbors and vulnerable to changes or pres-
sures emanating elsewhere in Europe. Such trends will inevitably
affect the manner in which Germans define themselves, their problems,
and their preferred policy options, as will be discussed below.

3See the interview with Rudolf Kuznetsov, chief of the Visa Department in the USSR

hMinistry of Internal Affairs, in Pravda, September 26, 1990.
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MIH. THE NEW POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

One key issue concerning the future of a unified Germany pivots on
the question of how the political fabric of Germany might change as a
result of unification. German unification has taken place through the
implementation of Article 23 of the West German constitution, a mea-
sure that granted the former states of the German Reich the right to
accede to the FRG-and the invocation of which has ensured that
established postwar West German institutions will provide the political
and legal basis for a future unified German state. Such a move did not
merely represent a vote of confidence in postwar West Germany
democracy, however, it was also a measure aimed at providing a strong
guarantee to Germany's neighbors that the future German state would
continue along the democratic path that West Germany has followedI ~since 1945.The decision to unify via Article 23 was one of the early watersheds
in the unification process. Despite the initial opposition of sections of t
the German Left in both states to the venue of Article 23, a consensus I
quickly emerged that this was both the safest and the most certain way
to minimize the uncertainties of the unification process.' In the spi-ng
of 1990, following the GDR election, Bonn thus moved to secure East
German support for unifying through the venue of Article 23. Bonn's
decision to adopt a 1:1 exchange rate for the East German mark in
connection with monetary union was part of a broader package of
compromises whereby the GDR government simultaneously agreed to
adopt West German law.

Bonn's willingness to absorb the additional costs and economic risks
of such an exchange rate in return for a commitment to unification on
West German terms was but one of several examples of its willingness
to assume considerable short-term financial costs in efforts to guaran-
tee the continuity of structures that have proved so successful for West

1Bonn's Basic Law foresaw two possibilities based on Articles 23 and 146, respec-
tively. The latter called for a new constitution to be drawn up by a future all-German
parliament. It was initially favored, above all on the West German Left, by critics of
West German democracy, who saw unification as a chance to modify West German laws
or provisions in the constitution. Such sentiments reflected early hopes of the West Ger-
man Left that they would benefit from unification and could therefore push for constitu-
tional revisions that would reflect an expanded commitment to social and economic
equality. It also had support among thore in the East German Left who saw Article 146
as an issue of pride and equality and as giving them a chance to have a greater say in
determining the 'new" German tate rather than simply being absorbed on Wes German

tei
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German democracy in the postwar period. A second example of this
pattern, and one that will be discussed later, was Bonn's willingness to
absorb considerable costs with regard to aid for the USSR in efforts to
convince Moscow to accede to ongoing German membership in NATO.
Here, too, Bonn was willing to pay for the maintenance of the external
structures that have proved successful for the FRG.

At the same time, the new Germany will be more than merely an
enlarged FRG. Indeed, one of the most interesting aspects of unifica-J :tion will lie in the manner in which the reintegration of a nation

] •divided for 40 years by ideology will work out in practice and how that
process will affect the future political fabric of Germany. Perhaps the
most immediate impact of the collapse of the Berlin Wall on West
German politics has been the reversal in the political fortunes of the
two major parties in the FRG, the Christian Democratic
Union/Christian Social Union (CDU/CSU) and the Social Democratic
Party (SPD). Before November 1989, the CDU/CSU appeared to be in
a stage of political decline. It had performed poorly, for example, in a
series of local and state elections, losing power in Schleswig-Holstein,
West Berlin, and Lower Saxony. On the national level, too, there were
signs of strain and erosion in the CDU/CSU-Free Democratic Party
(FDP) coalition after eight years of governance. And despite the
strong performance of the West German economy, Helmut Kohl's
popularity had reached z record low in public opinion polls, leading togrowing speculation over a possible change of government in Bonn and

a return to power of the SPD.
The unification process has led to a remarkable reversal in the

CDU's political fortunes in several important respects (see Figure 3.1).
First, Chancellor Kohl's early advocacy of rapid unification, together
with his handling of the diplomatic aspects of German unity vis-A-vis
both the Western 91lies and the Soviet Union, has transformed him in
the public's perception from a provincial politician to a senior states-
man, thereby giving his popularity a significant boost. Kohrs politicr'
genius lay in the fact that he was among the first to recognize tn
opportunities that the collapse of communism in Cue GDR offered fo.
his country, his party, and his role in history. Recognizing the extent
to which Germans in the GDR were alienated from their system atd
state, Kohl perceived that the measured reform and lengthy period of
confederation advocated by many East German intellectuals did not
represent the sentiments or needs of GDR society ts a whole. Indeed,
while the notion of an indigenous GDR model may have enjoyed sup-
port among East German intellectuals. little enthusiasm for yet
another "socialist" experiment emanated from the average "man in the
street," who increasingly saw unification as the quickest and best
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guarantee of Western standards of freedom and affluence. Ignoring the
advice of experts and his own intellectuals, the average East German
took to the streets in growing numbers to demand that Bonn fulfill its
commitment to German unity so that East Germans could reap the
same benefits their West German brethren had long enjoyed.2

Kohl's personal credibility was also greatly enhanced by the emer-
gence of the unification issue. As the chancellor remarked in an inter-
view in early 1989, long before the changes in the East had become
manifest, no chancellor since Konrad Adenauer had spoken so often in
public of the German commitment to unity.3  Although Kohl's
emphasis on unity was attacked by his liberal critics throughout the
1980s as anachronistic and out of touch with the times, the course of
history vindicated Kohl as he stepped forward to claim credit for
achieving German unity."

Chancellor Kohl's active role in the unification process also allowed I
his party to refurbish its foreign policy credentials. Throughout much I
of the 1980s, the CDU/CSU had found itself on the defensive on many
key issues of European foreign and security policy, divided among itself
on many touchy issues, such as nuclear weapons, and lacking the talent
and expertise it needed to guide the public debate on security issues.6
The Christian Democrats were widely perceived as lagging on many
core questions of foreign policy-above all toward the East, where the I
tone of the public debate was set either by veteran Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher or by the SPD oppositior..

With the collapse of communism in the GE'ri aiA the rapid emer-
gence of the unification issue, however, the CD'.'s stubborn advocacy
of unity suddenly appeared in a different politic! .ight. Kohrs active
"participation in the unification process also allowed him to portray
himself as a statesman and to claim credit for unification. Kohrs cen-
tral role in the process even permitted him to outmaneuver his own
popular foreign minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, in claiming credit
for achieving German unity;, historically, Genscher may have been vin-
dirated by the events of the fall of 1989, but it was Kohl who emerged

2As one worker exclained to great applatme on the streets of Leipzig in mid-
December in responts to cflb for an mfigo FAAt Geramn eperumen mn democratiw
soc~Mu, "I have worked hadl br 40 yews paid my rant on time, am still wit s wie
I havent amn the word, and my e"t a deeniv& I won't allow myel to become a
gPimea pig apieg. As Tuoted in the ftndufter AUwneine ZeiUn&g Deemaber IS, 1989.

&eedSudeutche Zeiwa, August 29. 1IM9
4d for exanuph, was widely criticied in West Germany for raisin the iesma of a

divided Gemany and munfcation his talks in MoSCOw in July 1983 with Yuri Andro-

' For firhe detai see Ronald D. Asnmu, 77m Pda o Mode i Slhot Rne
Nueiw Forces i West Garmany, The RAND Corporation, R-4846-AV, 1989.
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as the primary political benefactor.! Combined with the CDU's solid
reputation as the party of economic competence, this enabled the CDU
to pursue an aggressive strategy toward redefining the political agenda
in German politics and to present itself as the champion of German
unity and solid economic growth. In an interview in early February,
Volker Ruehe, the new general secretary of the CDU, sketched out his
party's political strategy for the forthcoming months when he stated.

And what about the SPD's commitment to unification? No one has
forgotten that it was only a couple of months ago that the SPD
called unification an illusion, that Willy Brandt termed the goal of
unification one of the great lies of the Federal Republic, and that
Egon Bahr went so far as to term our advocacy of unification
environmental pollution. And the close ties between the SPD and
the SED [Socialist Unity Party] were also a fact. Moreover, in
economic affairs the Union clearly has more competence. In addi-
tion, I believe that many people want a degree of continuity in
government policy at a time when so many other things are changing. i

Our policies have made us so strong in economic terms that we are m
now in a position to help others. 7

Such factors, Ruehe continued, would constitute considerable handi-
caps for the SPD in the East and could translate into a comparative
political advantage for the CDU. According to Ruehe:

The SPD in the GDR has three Achilles' heels that one doesn't even
have to point to because the population in the GDR is fully aware of
them. First, the SPD has a good many former SED members in its
ranks, a fact that many people don't exactly find positive. Second,
[the SPD) suffers from a lack of credibility with regard to its com-
mitment to achieving German unity in years past. One hasn'tforgot-
ten that the SPD was willing to abandon a single German citizenship
and wanted to close the Salzgitter Center for monitoring human
rights violations. The third and most important point is the fact
that economic and social issues are the core issues in the GDR, and
the Social Democrat in the Federal Republic ard in the GDR are
both weak in their commitment to a market economy. In the pro-
grams of both parties one finds calls for great state involvement in
and control of the economy.5

These factors help explain the strong performance of the Alliance
for Germany-a coalition of conservative parties in the GDR forged
with the help of the West German CDU-in the March 1990 elections

6Kobre &sire to stake out his position onf erman un•it %a refectd in the ft that
Geftzer was rot even consulted prior t6 Kohls onveifts of bbs te-pdft-pla fbr (;r-
rmn uniy in Noveber . Fbr Gesces view,, w ha*int t in D •Z SpWA
October 1, 1990.

'See Fbehe~s itWlsvw in the hft~winiacheN.,. ny-ý M

,.U
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in the GDR, as well as the subsequent performance of the CDU in
Eastern Germany. (See Fig. 3.2.) In the spring of 1990, for example,
Chancellor Kohl was able to effect a shift in the East German elector-
ate of over 20 percent in favor of the Alliance for C.ermany through a
set of aggressive and well-organized campaign rallies.9 In the longer a
term, however, it is clear that Kohl and the CDU seek to capitalize on I
strong anticommunist sentiments and on the clear desire for rapid
economic growth and consumption in the GDR in their efforts to
fashion a new political base for the CDU in the East. Anticommunism
and prosperity were in fact two key elements that Konrad Adenauer
used in the 1950s to forge the CDU's initial political base and to turn
that party into the largest political party in the FRG. West German
conservatives have made it clear that they will seek to make patriotism
and economic competence the key themes in German politics.

At the same time, the CDU will also undergo significant changes as
a result of unification. In addition to gaining some 20 percent in its
membership through its unification in both parts of Germany, for
example, the CDU may have to change its prqgrammatic profile. The
West German CDU's strong liberal and Catholic wing, rooted in the
west and southwest, will now be counterbalanced by a more northern
and largely Protestant wing that will increase in strength through the
addition of Christian Democrats from the largely Protestant former
GDR Former East German Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere,
Kohl's sole deputy as party leader in a unified CDU, has repeatedly
emphasized that a unified CDU must pay greater heed to social and
ecological issues and that the party must become more of a bridge to
the East in foreign policy. In the words of the CDU's secretary gen-
eral, Volker Ruehe, "the party will be more northern, eastern, [and]
Protestant, and also younger."10  I

Those factors that have played to the CDU's comparative advantage
have simultaneously been key handicaps for the SPD. There is little
doubt, for example, that the rapid collapse of the SED regime. and the
groundswell of popular sentiment for rapid unification took -the SPD
by surprise. And although the SPD undoubtedly enjoyed excellent con-
tacts in the GDR and Eastern Europe, such contacts were largely
focused either on the ruling communist regimes or on small groups of
dissident intellectuals-groups that were often Social Democratic in
orientation but that, in retrospect, turned out to be unrepresentative of
the sentimaentsa of these societies as a whole.

m theti•e bisabeth Noene-Num iann the hum ter A*wmnet Zaem,
M&a1090.

108" Rel-o's neview in Der Sp*kr, No. 25, June 18, 190.
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The SPD was also wedded to its own concept of Ostpoitik--one that
was designed to effect change in the East through small steps and
through gradual reforms implemented from above. Theirs was a vision
that eschewed unification as a short-term goal, calling instead for
looser forms of German unity based on an improved inter-German rela-
tionship that would ultimately lead to some form of confederation. It
is only against this backdrop that one can understand why the SPD
found itself on the psychological and political defensive following the
crumbling of the Berlin Wall and the consequent surge of sentiments
for unification. Although Willy Brandt quickly pushed for a volte-face
in party policy by embrac.ing the goal of unification in late 1989, con-
siderable reticence nonetheless remained evident in party ranks-and
this hesitancy to embrace the need for rapid unification was ruthlessly
exploited by Chancellor Kohl.

A second blow to the SPD came from the discovery that it did not have
a natural constituency in the GDR. Past conventional wisdom had he],"
that the SPD would be very strong in the GDR, those parts of Germany
constituting the GDR, for example, were Social Democratic strongholds
before the war. In addition, Brandt's Ostpolitik had seemingly been popu-
lar in the 1970s, and many of the leading figures in the GDR opposition
openly sympathized with the SPD. Yet such factors turned out to be of
limited value in GDR politics in the free-for-all that followed the opening
of the inter-German border. Historic Social Democratic strongholds such
as Saxony and Thuringia voted overwhelmingly for conservative parties
as voters proved to be motivated more by anticommunism and consumer-
ism than by prewar party allegiances.

The SPD's dilemma has been reflected in the fortunes of the party's
candidate for chancellor, Oskar LaFontaine. LaFontaine very much
represents a new generation of postwar West German Social Demo-
cratic politicians-one that is often termed Brandt's "grandchildren."
A product of the radical activism of the 1960s, LaFontaine is a remark-
ably gifted speaker to whom Willy Brandt once referred in jest as a
"successful combination of Napoleon and Mussolini.- LaFontaine has
always been a divisive figure in the SPD--one who has enjoyed the
reputation of a skilled tactician who is willing to challenge conven-
tional wisdom and constituencies within the SPD in efforts to reach
out to broader portions of the electorate either on the left or in the

center, depending on the issue."1 Yet the issues LaFontaine
were largely those of a postindustrial society--e.g., the advanced wel-
fare state, ecology, and disarmament.

""1For LaFontaine's views on the future of the SPD, see -Dea Sozialimus umd die
nete so•aen '*Die neue 0esuh4 Sonderbeft, Jammn y 190 and Oska
L*Fontine Dmbsh Wahrheite. Die ndtna und sawl Frage (Hoffnmn and
Ca-r ,imburg, 1990).
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LaFontaine also favored transnati-nal integration and often criti-
cized the CDU's unification policy as an outdated attempt to resurrect
the nation-state at a time when it should be transcended. Prior to the
crumbling of the Wall, for example, LaFontaine had advocated that
steps be taken toward recognizing an East German citizenship and had
repeatedly criticized the CDU's ongoing commitment to unification. In
the immediate aftermath of the collapse of the Wall, LaFontaine criti-
cized Kohl and the CDU for pushing the unification issue, increasingly
raised the question of the potential costs of unification to the West
German taxpayer, and even went so far as to oppose the first state
treaty governing monetary union in July 1990. Although such argu-
ments struck a resonant chord in West German public opinion,
LaFontaine's own party became increasingly uneasy about the impact
of his strategy in the GDR and of the danger of being portrayed by the
CDU as the party opposing German unity. Ultimately, the injuries
LaFontaine suffered as a result of an unsuccessful assassination
attempt in the late summer of 1990 weakened the candidate, leaving
the party struggling for leadership at a key time before the crucial
phase of election campaigning was launched and reopening old differ-
ences over the party's future course and direction.

LaFontaine's strategy clearly pivoted on blaming the CDU-Ied
government in Bonn for the economic problems that have arisen in the
GDR. By contrast, the coalition insists that such problems are the
residual effect of 40 years of SED economic mismnagement" And
while the prospect of further economic turmoil in the former GDR is
very real, at least in the immediate term, it is not clear who would reap
benefits from such a development. Although the opposition Social
Democrats will clearly seek to ascribe responsibility for such problems
to Kohl, the SPD does not enjoy a reputation as that party which can
best handle economic matters. It will therefore be of interest to see
which party or parties portray themselves as best suited to deal with
economic problems in the future.

Whether such problems represent a short-term crisis in the SPD or
a longer-term strategic dilemma is still not clear. Many Social Demo-
crats candidly admit that they cannot compete with the CDU given a
political agenda dominated by issues such as the national question,
patriotism, or economic competence. At the same time, the Social-
Democrats insist that the postunification political agenda will shift
toward issues of social justice and job security-areas in which the
SPD is strong. Yet despite the SPD's poor start in the East, politics in
the former GDR remain very much in a state of flux. At the same
time, many Social Democrats have been forced to concede that they
overestimated the strength of social democracy in postcommunist



S•.• Central Europe while simultaneously underestimating both the depth
S• of anticommunist sentiments and the manner in which 40 years of
i •!•communism would discredit the tradition of social democracy in the

re~gion. 12

S• The SPD, too, will change as a result of unification, as it will also

! • inherit a sister party organization from the East that differs in many
= ~ways from the West German SPD. Peter Glotz, SPD parliamentarian

S~and editor of the party's theoretical monthly, Die neue Gese//sehaft, has
S• ~suggested that through unification the SPD will acquire a wing corn-
, • posed of members who are far more traditional and in many ways rem-

iniscent of the pre-Godesberg SPD of the 1950s in West Germany--
• e.g., members whose commitment to state intervention and skepticism
S~toward the market are greater and who are less Atlanticist and more
S~European in their political orientation. When the SPD met in late
i ~September for its own unification congress, a number of party leaders

S~were forced to concede that they had some way to go before the two
i branches of one of the oldest parties in German history were reun-

S~The impact of unification may be even greater, however, on the
S~smaller .parties within a reunified Germany. The West German liberal
S~Free Democratic Party (FDP), for example, tripled its membership
! through its merger with the East German Federation of Free Demo-
' ~crats of the GDK, itself composed of two formtr East German bloc par-

ties. In the West, the FDP's constituency has increasingly become a
mixture of young affluent entrepreneurs and liberals--a constituency

f

whose size is uncertain in the GDR. This has led to some concern that
the FDP's own identity, based on liberal positions on social issues, a
liberal foreign policy, and a strong commitment to market principles in
economics, may be diluted and might thus revert to its more national
vintage of the early postwar perio&• Moreover, much of the FDP's
political staying power in the past decade has been tied to the enor-

- ~mous political popularity of Foreign Minister Hanm-Dietrich Genscher,
who remains the single most popular politician in Germany today.

• Although currently it is almost impossiile to imagine German politics
; without Genscher, the foreign minister's health has- been failing in
• ~recent years, and in the longer term the prospects of the FDP withottt
Sthe active leadership of the veteran foreign mninister appear somewhat
S~less certain.

ftm for exampl, the intervew ini which W'fdly Bran&t acknowlege that he and

S~~~repm• of Riot-Centrd Europe cindiW tdo GMR mn ftwuvo No. 20. 1N0, w 6-9.

S~~~former chirma of the SPD in the GDR, at the SPD perty onfemp held in Berlmn c

Sewb 27, 1990 (w"hoWs priva copy),

VM
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The future of political parties on the far Left is even more uncer-
tain. Although the Greens had become a hallmark of West German
radical politics, they now find themselves in competition with a
number of left-wing groups from the former GDR. Although an elec-
toral alliance was formed between the Greens and the former East Ger-
man party Alliance 90, the real competition on the Left has been
waged between such alternative leftist groups and the new reform corn-
munist party from the former GDR, the Party of Democratic Socialism
(PDS); both are competing for the vote to the left of the SPD, and
both have thus far remained bitter political foes, a dispute rooted in
the Greens' strong opposition to the SED regime and to "real social-
ism" as it was practiced in Eastern Europe. Led by the dynamic figure
of Gregor Gysi, the PDS initially seemed to have a chance to survive
all-German elections in December 1990-but the electoral prospects of
the PDS suffered a critical blow in October 1990, when federal authori-
ties entered PDS party headquarters without a warrant to arrest
several party officials for making illegal money transfers to Soviet bank
accounts. One former SED official arrested at that time subsequently
confirmed that this money was being transferred to prepare the party
to go underground in case the party lost in the forthcoming elections.
This served only to confirm suspicions that the PDS's reformist
credentials were merely a democratic facade and that the party
remained dominated by old Stalinist functionaries from the former
"SED regime.14

The future success of political parties in an all-German framework
will in the final analysis rest on how well these parties adjust to the
new themes and political agenda of a unified Germany. In this con-
text, one must ask what impact the merger of the two states will have
on German political culture and politics A new German republic will
contirue to be pro-Western, liberal, and capitalist-yet it may also
become more traditionally German and Eastern-oriented as the former
GDR is merged with West Germany. It is often forgotten that the real
revolution in the postwar period, in terms of political attitudes and
political culture, took place in the West rather than in the East.

Indeed, one of the ironies of 40 years of communist rule in the GDR
is that it has preserved many aspects of traditional German society-
aspects that have long since faded in West Germany under the pres-
sures of modernization and Westernization. Germans in the GDR, for
example, were not allowed to participate in any of the processes that

"S49ee F twt Ag n ZeiMUM, October 29, 1990. See also the statement by
the PD8 tmasuzer W&fg Pohl a&ttng his role in and his motivaions f, the
transfer of fnmds-a- broadcast by ADN inernationa Service, 1630 GMT, October 2A
1990
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played pivotal roles in shaping West German democracy--except
through the lens of West German television and the Western media.
Moreover, no real integration in the East paralleled the positive forces
of the BC and the Atlantic Alliance. Instead, both the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) and the Warsaw Pact were
essentially instruments through which the USSR exerted its hegemony
through a series of bilateral relationships.

As a result of this relative isolation, the countries of Eastern
Europe-including Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia as well as the
eastern portion of Germany-have had little opportunity to transcend
old nationalisms. Observers of the GDR, for example, have long noted
the ostensibly greater "Germanness" of the GDR-a trait that was
glorified in the early 1980s by a number of prominent German journal-
ists and intellectuals, who presented the GDR as a country that was
less brash, harsh, and hectic, and hence more traditionally German,
than the ostensibly "Americanized" FUG. The GDR was often viewed
as a sort of Heimatmuseum-a place to go to see the traditional Ger-
man values and customs that had been preserved.'1

Some Western observers attempted to portray such attributes as a
potential sign of strength and legitimacy for the SED regimen In real-
ity, however, it reflected only the alien nature of the communist system

i ~and the resistance of German political culture to Soviet cultural and

political penetration. Moreover, the passivity of Germans in the GDR
turned out not to be a sign of supiport for the regime but merely
apathy--clearly the lull before the storm. When the East German
communist leadership met to celebrate the GDR's 40th anniversary in
October 1989, few would have anticipated that within six weeks they
would be toppled and that one year later the socialist German state
would have officially disappeared. Perhaps nowhere in Eastern Europe
was the collapse of communism so quick, decisive, and unexpected, and
"nowhere was the transformation of a society more dramatic. As the
East German writer Stefan Heym noted in November 1989.

It was as if someone had thrown open the windows, after all the
years of spiritual, economic, and political stagnation, the years of
phrase-washing and bureaucratic caprice, of official blindness and
Sdeafnm What a change!... Someone wrote me (and the man is
right): In these last weeks we overcame our speechlessne and we
are now learning how to walk in an upright manner. And that,
friends, in Germany where previously every revolution had failed and

158 Guenther Ga^, Wo I44whlaW ho (Hoffmann and Q=M Hanbutg, 198).
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where the people had always been hAservien--under the Emperor,
under the Nazis, and later too.1.

Politics in the former GDR thus remain in a state of flux. Party
organiznaon remains shallow, Moreover, the effects of 40 years of
socialism are likely to persist for some time to come. As many Ger-
mans have noted in recent months, it was only after the Wall came
down that many Germans in both East and West realized how much
they had grown apart over the past four decades. As elsewhere im
Eastern Europe, for example, East Germans 'had developed traits
characteristic of the legendary Good Soldier Schweik in order to mor-
vive under a communist dictatorship, and they now found themselves
confronted with the need to survive in a competitive capitalist environ-
merit. As Manfred Stolpe, a leading lay official in the East German
Evangelical Church subsequently elected as head of the state of Bran-
denburg in the former GDR, put it:

East German citizens were not raised to think idependet or
creatively. There was and still is a certain passiveness, a defense
posture which was needed to survive under East German conditions.
It was part of the art of survival; it meant not being the first one to
report and to go forward but rather to wait and see in which direc-
tion things were going to go. It is characteristic of East German
citizens that they are very reserved. When they now meet West Ger-

-man who have learned to present themselves, an inferiority complex
is created.17

In the words of one West German expert, it was almost as if the
political culture in the GDR had been frozen in time at a stage that
characterized the FRG during the immediate postwar period

For the citizens of the GDR the institutions that had until now
determined the parameters of thw lives have smply dissolved.
What seems to have emerged is a certain continuity with the political
culture and the traditional bourgeois values of prewar Germany. As
a result, one has the paradoxical impesion that what is seen in the
Federal Republic as the end of the postwar period looks very much
like the start of the postwar period in the GDRt For years to come
we are going to be ficed with significantly different regional struc-

ftee He's remnark to the Novembe 4 rally in Est Berlin in die azei4w.,
Noeinber 9,199 As qw. in Daniel Hamidton, A ta t vo fi T New
Polal lAndcape in i Gnma,* Garman Iium No. 7 (amican Instdtte for
Cantmpozary German Shudis, Wasdhgton, D.C, 1990).

uSs the isteview with Manfd S in Dw B , No.127, l, , pp. 4M-W4.
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tures of politica culture and values (in the two former Germanz
states].'s

The lesson to be drawn from these observations is that the Germans
in the GDR are still on an important learning curve with regard to
Western-style democracy, the competition of a capitalist economy, and
the positive values of Europe and multilateral integration-and
although the slope of this curve is undoubtedly high given the success-

J ful example of postwar West Germany, full assimilation will nonethe-
lees take time. One should not forget that several decades elapsed
before democracy became firmly rooted in West Germany and before
the German political class developed confidence in its own institutions.
And although West Germans were justifiably proud of their economic
accomli ets even in the 1950s and 1960s, it was not until the
19709 that a strong attachment to and sense of satisfaction with
postwar politi institutions in the FRG really emerged. In the case of
the former GDR, the process will undoubtedly be more rapid, but it
could easily take a generation for the Germans in the GDR to fully
absorb the political lessons that their Western counterparts have
learned in the course of four decades. As Chancellor Kohl has noted:

More difficult than finding a solution to the economic pr ...
will be the task of ovecming the grave consequences for the psyche
of the population of the GDR resulting from four decades of com-
munist dictatorshhL Here we confront problems for which there are
no patent prescriptions. We, who have had the luxury to live in free-
dom in the Western part of Germany for many decades, must per-
ceive the completely different experience of our countrymen in the
GDR. We must attempt to understand how decades of repression

- ~~have affected their thinking and perceptionm

We must realize that the last free elections before March 18, 1990,
were held 58 years ago, in November 1932. Those who were able to
cast a vote then, are now 79 years old or older. For all those who are
yo•ur, the election on March 18 was a unique experience up to that

Finally, what will be the impact of unification on German national-
ism? The collapse of the Wall was followed by a surge of national
pride and by mnifestations of patriotism that took many observers by
surprise, rekindling fears of a new German nationalism. The euphoria
that swept the country following the collapse of the Wall in many ways

isgs Karl-Rudolf Koarte, -DMe F der mhbt Zur -uurn La
der Natin, Am. Pd"ta wa ZetadtekWce B27, Jane 29, 1W 0p. IS&

""Koh.s spec hasog Ahed D sW m Buifathn(vA&sd by tia Press and
Inaiston Office of tas Gerain govmmet), No.02, 9J 17, 19M.
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represented the pent-up release of a divided nation that had been
struggling for four decades to define itself in terms of a national iden-
tity. Yet the unification of Germany will do more than finally bring to
an end the painful realities of German partition; it will also allow Ger-
many to rid itself of the identity crisis that has continually plagued it
as a divided nation. Germans no longer need agonize over questions as
to whether their identity is East or West German or all German; it isnow simply German.2 Asked in an interview about the prospects of

German nationalism, Chancellor Kohl stressed that unification might A
allow the Germans to find a new equilibrium in terms of their national *1
identity as well:

I think it is now possible and perhaps even probable that the Ger-
mans will find that type of inner equilibrium that is so characteristic
of other European nations. Heretofore we Germans have had a hard
time with this for understandable reasons. Unity has opened the
possi'bity of creating a natural form of patriotism, land) one that is
of course necessary in the long run for a nation's sense of itself--an
enlightened patriotism that is committed to the values of freedom
and whose goal is not a German-dominated Europe but rather a
European Germany.

Such a form of patriotism means that we Germans accept ourselves
as we were and are-with all of our strengths and weaknesses and
with our history in all of its various parts. A sincere and honest
acknowledgement of one's own historical roots is the basis and at the
same time the precondition for going beyond the solution of our
national question and remaining open for a true partnership in the
spirit of Europe.21

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher has been more outspoken.
Speaking before the Undted Nations, Genscher claimed that his coun-
try in the postwar period had been one of the most willing to abandon
national sovereignty in order to nurture the process of political and
economic integration and to build a Western collective security alli-
ance. A unified Germany, he suggested, would follow a "policy of the
good example" and demonstrate its own commitment to defusing

nationalism in Europe by remaining in the forefront of those willing to
give up their national sovereignty in pursuit of a broader European
unity.22

m)es Hans-Peter S&,warz, "Das Ende der Identitaetsneurose," Rheiniecher Mevkur,
Septmber 7, 90

21See Kohl's intervie in the Rhiniedaer Mejwur, September 28, 1890.
22ee Genscher's sech at the United Nations in Bulletin, Wo 11, September 27,

199, and in Wuppertal in mW-Oo in Aulen, No. 12, October 14, 190.
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Whether Germany succeeds in finding what Chancellor Kohl has
termed its "inner equilibrium" will have implications for all of Europe.
Should Genscher's prediction hold true-namely, that Germany will
continue to be a driving force favoring the transcendence of national
sovereignty and embracing multilateral integration-Germany could
play a key role not only in promoting political and economic union in
the West but also in helping overcome nascent nationalism to the East.
Alternatively, should the wave of national euphoria released by the col-
lapse of communism spill over' into Germany and lead to rising
natic-al sentiment, the process of European integration might be
slowed if not halted.

in the final analysis, the prospects for the political reconstruction of
Eastern Germany are positive, and there is every reason to believe that
democracy will quickly take root in the former GDR. Indeed, the
preconditions for democracy are better in the former GDR than any-
where else in East-Central Europe. At the same time, it is equally
clear that the need to reconstrwt the former GDR in political and
economic terms will abaorb a good deal of Germany's energy and capi-
tal. Moreover, unification will inevitably add a new element of uncer- Itainty to German politics. Nearly 20 percent of the parliamentarians

in a new all-German parliament will come from the former GDR, and
they will undoubtedly question many aspects of West German political
life that have long been established practice or conventional wisdom.
New alliances and coalitions will thus form both within the existing
parties and across the political spectrum. The end result is likely to be
a Germany that is democratic and Weihtem yet quite different in char-
acter from the FRG that we have known for the past four decades.

+I
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IV. THE NEW ECONOMIC LANDSCAPE

Perhaps nowhere is Germany's central role in shaping the future

map of a post-Cold War Europe more evident than in the field of

economics. How well Germany handles the challenge of economic
reconstruction will have a major impact on ensuring the stability of
Central Europe. Although in the short term West German resources
directed toward the GDR will not be available for investments in
Spain, Portugal, Eastern Europe, or the USSR, a booming German
economy will in the longer term serve as a primary source of growth
for the entire region. Similarly, the manner in which Germany elects
to finance its economic reconstruction-i.e., through borrowing or tax
increases--cld have a critical effect on capital flows and interest
rates both throughout the region and globally. Finally, Germany's
voice will be a critical one in debates over the future shape and speed
of economic and monetary integration as well as in core European-
American economic issues, such as monetary stabilization, trade
liberalization, and the promotion of viable economic reform in the

East.
The economic opportunities and challenges arising from unification

must, however, be placed within the proper time frame. Unification
will offer Germany tremendous economic opportunities by creating new
production options resulting from simple economies of scale and a sig-
nificantly expanded internal market; the addition of territory and
"population will increase German economic strength, augment its share
of the European industrial product, and open potentially enormous
opportunities for business. Similarly, the influx of significant amounts
of private capital and massive public support, coupled with a strong
demand for investment and consumer goods in Eastern Germany, will
translate into increased economic output, a technologically upgraded
industrial base, and growth in an all-German GNP that may approach
some 5 percent annually by the end of the decade. Moreover, the col-
lapse of Soviet influence and the shift to Western-style market
economies in Eastern Europe have set the stage for expanded economic
ties between Germany and the countries of the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and Eastern Europe. Coupled with the stimulus
provided by the Single European Act of 1992 and by the deepening of
economic integration in Western Ehuope, sua factors have led many
commentatos to speculate about the possibility of a German
economic miracle of the postwar period.

22



Yet at the same time, unification will in the short run impose an
extraordinary burden on the German economy, as the capital cost for
modernizng the former GDR will be nothing short of staggering. One
estimate that the West German government and private• .-sources will have to provide some 500 to 600 binlion deutsche marks
(DM) to modernize East German industry, transportation, and
hou-i-gOEI d if one adds roads, agriculture, and environmental cleanup
to the equation, the estimates of East German capital needs will easily
top one trillion marks.' Moreover, West German sources will initially
have to provide much of this capital-at least until East German pro-
duction begins to generate its own capital. The dilemma facing Ger-
man policymakers today is that there is a link between these two
phases: in short, policies that might ease the initial shock of the tran-

f sition to a free-market economy might simultaneously jeopardize long-
run prosperity. Conversely, excessive short-run disruptions could jeop-
ardize the political and economic stability that is required for a stable
process of reintegration and unification.

.The success with which Germany confronts these conflicting chal-
lenges will hinge in part on how successfully it overcomes the hurdles
of economic reconstruction in the GDR. The magnitude of such chal-
lenges, however, cannot be underestimated. At the same time, the
West German economy could hardly be better positioned to meet its
current challenge-for unification has coincided with an economic
upswing iw the West German economy that has been evident since
mid-1987. Morever, the better-than-expected overall economic perfor-
mance of the FRG in recent years has been bolstered by a judicious
combination of interest- and exchange-rate policies, fiscal consolida-

"OP tion, and strong foreign demand for German investment goods.2
The economic impact of unification, in other words, is being super-

imposed on an economy that is already operating at' high speed and
close to capacity. In 1I89, for example, real GNP in the FRG, spurred
by strong exports and business investment, grew by 4 percent--th
fastest rate recorded in the post-1982 upswing. Inflation there has
nonetheless remained moderate, and economic buoyancy has allowed
for the first significant inroada to be made in unemployment since the
Kohl government came to power. This boaming economy allowed the
FRG t6 absorb much of the massive immigration from the GDR and
elsewhere in Eastern Europe, above all Poalnd, that took place in

1FOr fiuther details we the pape by Horst SiBMW, preident df the WAI d L ute -of
World &onmy, pumuntd at the Unite Sn-w te4 esn omomic Polly Groi Meet-

* irg in B"d we Ju 7-9 190.
%9ý Gerniwu OECD £waomk 8wwpy 1990 M (OECD UVW- Seeavo Pao%

1980).
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1989--a wave of immigration that in fact provided mobile labor made
necessary by the labor rigidities of the West German economy.

The surprising strength of the West German economy has been
matched, however, by a growing awareness of the economic weaknesses
of the GDR, once officially ranked as the 12th largest economy in the
world. The collapse of communism and the opening of the GDR has
allowed Western experts to get their first comprehensive look at the
industrial and resource base of the former economic showcase of the
communist world-and the results have been sobering. West German I
studies conducted in the mid-1980s, for example, placed East German
labor productivity at one-half of that of the FRG3-but more recent
studies show the average productivity in the former GDR to be as low
as one-third of that of the FRG.4 Similarly, with regard to the GDR's
industrial base, GDR Economics Minister Gerhard Pohl claimed in the
spring of 1990 that his ministry had reviewed some 3,000 firms and had
found that some 30 percent were competitive on the world market,
with another 50 percent capable of becoming competitive with moderni-
zation.6 Yet subsequent studies have suggested that such numbers are
overly optimistic. In fact, some 21 percent of the GDR's industrial
stock is now estimated to be over 20 years old, with 52 percent between

S56 and 20 years old. While some 27 percent is less than five years old,

official estimates now suggest that much of this equipment is already
technologically obsolete!

A brief glance at the telecommunications sector highlights some of
the problems facing the two German states. Western experts have s9g-

f •gested that the East German telecommunications system is at the level
West Germany attained in the 1950s. Not only are most telephone
lines worn out, but digital switching, the pivotal technology of modem
telecommunications, is virtually unknown; instead, the East German
system is based on electromechanical switching, with nearly one-

quarter of the local switching centers having been engineered in the
1920s and 1930s. The GDR has only about 11 phone lines for every

'So the estimate compiled by the German Institute for oonomic Resmrch in 198-
"flentitd "Vereeichende Daroteikng der w4tachaftlchen. und o qziae Etklung dot

Bundeauv li Deutschland und der DDA seit 1970," pubsdW in the Mt•tri*n 4m
eriwht zar Lqe der Natwo im getei•e DeuthbWd (B rlum fuer inner-

deutwche Beziehung, bon% M7, pp. 241-796).
See Siebert, op. cit.; an Deutsche Bank pe* East Germy (Deutsche Bank,

Fraat, 1990, pp. 7-11).
See Poh'• interviMew in Die Ze*, N9. 26,,une 15,1990.

sS8ee Juerpn Becker, "Daa Ringen um die Wirtachaftteform in der DDRtDeutsch,
krnd Archiv, May 19W0, p. 6S7.
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100 inhabitants, compared with 46 in the FRG; prior to the collapse of
the Wall, over 1.2 million applications for a telephone were pending.7

The collapse of the Berlin Wall and the surge of sentiment favoring
unification led to a proliferation of studies dealing with economic unifi-
cation between the two German states. Most notably, the West Ger-
man government asked the five leading economic institutes in the FRG
to examie the issue. The German Council of Economic experts subse-
quently produced a comprehensive analysis, as did many leading West
German banks, and a consensus was quickly reached on several key
points. First, it was agreed that monetary union was by far the most A
important and urgent measure to be addressed. This economic mea-
sure, more than any other, was regarded as a symbolic step toward
unity in that the dispute over a single German currency in 1948 had
triggered the Berlin blockade, culminating in the effective d-vision of
Germany. Second, concurrence was reached that economic uinfication
had to take place quickly;, otherwise, different persons and enterprises
would act under different rules. The economic chaos that would result,
in the words of one German institute, would be akin to allowing right-
hand drive and left-hand drive in the same city. The growing fragility
of the East German economy and the ongoing flow of refugees from the
GDR to the West only accentuated the political imperative of a quick
merger to stabilize the deteriorating economic situation in the East.

Third, it was agreed that the unification of Germany was to be a
friendly takeover. East Germany would adopt the laws, regulations,
and proceses of the West German capitalist economy, and East Ger-
man enterprises would have to function within a competitive environ-
ment. In return, Bonn was to absorb the lion's share of the early tran-
"sition costs and would agree to a highly favorable exchange rate for
monetary union. In part, this stance reflected Bonn's longstanding
position that West Germans had a moral commitment to help those
Germans who had had the misfortune of having been on the wrong side
of the border at the time of Germany's division. Yet at the sax-e- time,
it also reflected the realization that major economic discrepancies in
different parts of Germany could beget considerable political turmoil.

A consensus also emerged on the broad outlines of a four-phase plan
for economic unification. The first phase, implemented with the

7Tke obq level of tee* nnc twIoteoplogy in the GDR was drctl linkd.
to invetment, or nather to the lack thefe Wheren the West Germaun depot
*no&s a~erl 17 blion PM Pea annum fornvstu in tdeca iunWcatona, the GMD
p*Oe avift uderw the old SD eime nr ived the modut sum of 60 million Heat
Oenpsa esAvk Per eaim (1isuu. supped tw lv~wtbe Sank).

Vwe, is-owdkomt o"Mew of the evoWtn of Gaumn thini ng on the Gnnfi
asects of unifica see W. X. Sam, 'A New Bcomk Mir?* The Wd.?
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signing of the first state treaty and the start of mon,.ary union,
foresaw the implementation of West German economic laws and regu-
lations, the initiation of price reform, reductions in subsidies, wage
adjustments, and the like. The second phase, which commenced after
the start of monetary union on July 1, 1990, was to focus on the privat-
ization of state enterprises, the establishment of a commercial banking
system, the revamping of the social security system, and the sanitizing
of any monetary overhang left from monetary union. During the third
phase, scheduled for 1991, foreign trade would be freed from earlier
agreements and obligations. A fourth and final phase, described as an
"adjustment period," was scheduled to last up to a decade and would be
characterized by the use of appropriate monetary, fiscal, employment,
and social policies to bring the former GDR up to the level of the
Western sections of a unified Germany.

Such plans were clearly ambitious but perhaps unrealistic. At the
same time, they highlighted the overall thrust of West Germany's
economic strategy. As the unification process has unfolded, however,
Bonn has had to come to grips with several new problems. First, it
soon became clear that Bonn would have to inject large infusions of
West German capital iWtO East Germany simply to prevent the East
German economy, budget, and social system from collapsing outright
In early 1990, Bonn thus announced the creation of a German Unity
Fund, a government-backed instrument to raise bonds of 95 billion DM
over the next five years. This fund was designed to cover two-thirds of
the East German budget deficit up to the end of 1994, thereby estab-
lishing a solid financial base for the GDR and later for an all-German
government.! By late summer, however, Bonn was being called upon
to deliver additional billions to help plug new gaps emerging in the
East German budget and social security system as East German tax
revenues failed to meet their targeted goals.

Second, it became clear that West German investment in the GDR
was not proceeding as smoothly as Bonn had initially hopedL Although
West German managers flocked to look at potential deals in the GDR,
letters of intent were far more common than signed deals. The initial

OTh fund's total volume will amount to some 115 billion DM some 20 billion DM
will come from budgetary saving of the central government, and the ret will be aised
outside normal budgetary channels. The fund will shift a sizable amount of fiuding for
unity outsde nomel budgetaty cbhmne thereby talfig preue off fers! and state
finane It was designed to emoe any need to raise tax•s during the politicelly sensi-
tive election year. Interest and principal payments wnll be born half by the centrad and
half by the state gvernments. It is modeed after eff-budge edit-raising medaim
used in West Germay after the war to aid eeonomc rewmy. It is sduled to be paid
out in the flowing 19 M0, 22 bllion DM; 1991,36 blliWm DMh 1UK 28 bil-
li DM; 1%993•20 bilm DM and M94,1 0 biWm DM.
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pattern of investment has been that service industries have moved
quickly to establish a presence while manufacturers have continued to
hold back. In part this has simply reflected the growing realization of
just how formidable the problems in the GDR really were. In addition,
many of the GDR's reported advantages-e.g., its role as a gateway to
markets to th• East-apply primarily to specific industrial sectors and
hinge on the future political and economic evolution of these countries.
Many West German manufacturers, then, saw the addition of the GDR
as introducing a market no larger than that of one large West German
state, such as Hessen or North Rhine-Westphalia-and many did not
feel obliged to equip every large state with a production plant.

Finally, the very speed with which economic union has been effected
has caused a number of crucial questions to be settled in principle, only
with the details left to be worked out later-an approach that has
underestimated the difficilties inherent is resolving such details,
especially given the new and relatively inexperienced political leader-
ship in E_•t Berlin.10 Perhaps the best example of this trend has lain
Sin the issue of propety and privatization. Successive waves of collec-
tivization over the years in the GDR have left behind a maze of claims
that must now be untangled. Yet an estimated one million claims by
West Germans have raised significant fears among East Germans that
they might lose their apartments or weekend homes, or that the courn-
try will be quickly fxght out by the capital-rich West Germans. The
two German governments have thus attempted to tread a narrow path
between the principle that private property is vital for the reconstruc-
tion of the GDR (and that all property in the GDR will therefore be
returned to its previous owner) and a sense of social and political jus-
tice for the East Germans thus afflected.Y Responsibility for the
privatization of state-owned East German firms now lies in the hands
of a newly created state trusteeship, or holding company (Treuhandan-

Wedt German Economics Minister Helmut Hausuman openly admitted that Bonn
Sthe administrative obstacles Bonn encountered in inplementing many of
the changes decided upon. See Haumansnn' interview in/De Spiegk No. 27, July 2,
1990. SuimiU*y West German Financ Mminiter Theo Weigel conceded t.hat ame of
Bo~ms hy prbe tay in tin fwt tba their Big Geramn conerat vre simply
overtaxed by the enormity of thak facing them and uable to react quickly enoug
defsle emerging proMbms. See Wagers interview in Die Wok August 6; 1090.
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stalt), which is charged with the task of selling off some 8,300 East
German companies as quickly as possible.

By the end of 1990, key tools of German government policy were in
place. They consisted, first and foremost, of general financial assis-
tance and credits funneled through the European Recovery Program
(ERP) and investment loans provided by the Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. These were flanked in +urn by liquidity assistance
provided by the Treuhand until former East German firms were priva-
tized. By virtue of unification, former GDR firms also became eligible
for the same export promotion assistance enjoyed by West German
firms as well as EC-sponsored economic support programs The spring
of 1990 saw a series of compromises within the EC according to which
the EC supported the integration of the GDR into the community; sub-
sequent negotiations produced an agreement regulating the amount of
EC assistance for which the GDR would qualify.12

In addition, the second state treaty of September 1990 transformed
the five states of the former GDR into a regional-aid zone with a total
of 45 billion DM earmarked through 1993 for regional-aid measures.
Investments in the GDR can be subsidized up to 33 percent if they!
meet certain criteria. Up to 90 percent of infrastructure investments
by local communities will be covered as well, with an additional 10 bil-
lion DM set aside for housing assistance. Bonn also moved to take
additional steps to ensure that potential investors received needed
guarantees concerning property disputes to facilitate the raising of cap-
ital and investment. Such measures are crucial in terms of creating
new jobs-jobs that will be needed in light of the fact that economists
estimate that up to 40 percent of East German companies could go
bankrupt in the first year, that 2.5 to 3 million East Germans may be
unemployed at some stage of the transition to a market economy, and
that one of every two former East Germans may eventually have to
change jobs. 13 Unemployment and dislocation problems could have
enormous political repercussions if they are not handled carefully and
with some degree of compassion."4

2According to West German press reports, crarent plans call for the EC to invest
some 4 billion DM in the GDR, of which 2 billion DM will be for inrastructure improve-
ment, 1.6 billion fsor agriculhn*l spports, and some 300 million for the environment. In
return, the GDR will contArbt some 3 billion DM through customs duties and the VAT.
See the Sueddmude ZeUiw, August 22, 1990.

U.ee Dite Losch and Peter Ploez, So=&e Mk*tWtwf-*Je (HWWA/institut
fuw, Wuthatkrcung, Hambow• 199k p. 42).

"%h June IM, Wet German Reonomics Mlnit Hawman std in publ th•t
unemloyment wil not be aliuwed to exceed 10 percent in a umified Germany. Bee
Swdutsbcl zeitu, June 10, 1990.
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Bonn's policy of shock therapy was, of course, not without its risks

or costs; as economic and monetary union unleashed considerable
short-term disruptions, it quickly became evident that many had
underestimated the difficulties inherent in disentangling the adminis-
trative structures in the GDR and in ensuring the inflow of capital
needed to turn around Eastern Germany's economy. East German
industrial input, for example, fell some 12 percent during the first
seven months of 1990, and some 42 percent compared with one year
ago. Overall industrial production for 1990 is expected to fall approxi-
mately 20 percent, and sharp decreases in industrial and agricultural
production could translate into a drop in GNP for 1990 for the former
GDR of 10 to 15 percent.1 5

Initial growth projections for the German economy as a result of
unification were quite robust. In the spring of 1990, for example, the
German Institute of Economic Research estimated that economic and
monetary union will add 1 percent to German GNP in 1991 and
another 1.5 percept by 1993.16 Similarly, the West German Deutsche j
Bank predicted a growth rate for the territory of the FRG through the
end ct the decade of 3 percent per annum; coupled with a projected
per-annum growth rate for the territory of the GDR of some 7.5 per-
cent, this would amount to an estimated growth of some 4 percent for a
turified Germany through the end of the decade.

By the fall of 1990, many of the initially optimistic projections for
economic growth in the former GDR and for Germany as a whole had
become less so. In a report issued in late October 1990, for example,
Germany's five leading economic research institutes predicted that
economic growth for Germany in 1991 would approach 2.5 percent, j
compared with some 4 percent for West Germany in 1990.17 Although
the government as well as a number of leading West German banks
immediately rejected such projections as too low, rising oil prices
resulting from the Gulf crisis, together with other risks to the world
economy stemming from an American recession, could dampen
economic growth--1

Unemployment is also expected to worsen considerably before it gets
better. Following the start of monetary union in July, unemployment
in July and August rose to some 380,000, and an additional 1.44 million
East Germans became so-called short-time employees. Many of the

15Pt*ivt sources, Deutsche Bank.

'se Gesamtwirtachaftfiche Aumsw1nmM der deutschen Waehwmp-, Wintsclafts-,
und Soahnmon suf die Bundeszuubfik Deutschlan DIW Wochenkbri No. 20, May
17, 19o.

17DT=*vte Aigemeine ZetW, October 22, 1990.j m Timn, October 23, 1990.
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latter would in fact be unemployed were it not for an assistance pro-
gram that allows firms to keep such workers on the payroll, with the
government absorbing the preponderance of the costs. Many of these
firms, however, may go bankrupt as soon as liquidity assistance expires
in the early months of 1990, as is currently scheduled. Although no one
knows exactly how much hidden unemployment exists in Eastern Ger-
many, some estimates have placed the figure as high as 15 percent of
the work force. Large-scale layoffs are expected in the electronics sec-
tor, light industry, and consumer industries. Unemployment is
expected to reach 700,000 to 800,000 by the end of 1990 and to peak in
the first half of 1991 with a figure that could go as high as 1.4 million
jobless and 1.8 million short-time workers.

Many economists nonetheless suggest that the collapse of the
economy of the former GDR will bottom out by early 1991 and that
strong signs of economic recovery will become evident by the middle of
the year. The combination of strong private consumption resultingS~from pent-up demand, financial aid from the West, and investment in

areas such as construction, machinery, and equipment could facilitate a
turnaround in the economy in the former GDR sometime in mid-1991.

It is important to remember, however, that such challenges remain
those of a transition. Should Germany succeed in overcoming its
short-term problems, it can tap into considerable growth potential.
The mid- and long-term prospects for the GDR are impressive, for the
GDR has advantages that no other Eastern European country has.
XUPike Poland or Hungary, for example, it does not have to start out
with a heavy hard-currency debt; nor does it have to introduce mone-
tary and fiscal stabilization programs to create a convertible currency.
Similarly, the former GDR was from the outset fully integrated into
Western capital markets. Although East German ifsu r needs
are enormous, it is difficult to imagine spending more than a fraction
of this per annum, the result being the likely prospect of a sustained
program of public sector priming for the economy for many years.

Although West German industry has thus far been slow to invest in
the former GDR, many of the obstacles hindering investment are being
removed as the German government implements additional incentives
and guarantees. A public opinion poll conducted in late September
1990, for example, revealed that although a mere 3 percent of West
German firms polled had already started production in Eastern Ger-
many, one-quarter of all firms planned to invest.' The best guarantee
for an East German economic recovery thus continues to lie in the
West German government's political commitment. Indeed, whatever
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problems may arise in the short term, Bonn has already invested so
much prestige and capital in the GDR that it can hardly afford to let
this experiment fail. Furthermore, Bonn knows that the quicker and
stronger the East German -takeoff is, the lower its longer-term costs
will be for the West German budget and taxpayer. Similarly, if firms
in the GDR are to be given a chance to stay in business in the new and
highly competitive environment of a unified Germany, it is essential
that a decentralized wage-barganing approach be adopted, particularly

.A during the transitional phase of adaptation and adjustment. Hence the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has1 singled out wage development in the GDR as the key to ensuring
strong economic growth in the future.

Although the question of who bears the costs of unity could become
a divisive one in West German politics, OECD estimates place the
costs of German unity for the FRG at 15 to 2.0 percent of the GNP, a
burden that the West German economy can easily accommodate. By
the end of the 1990s, the gap between- Eastern and Western Germany
could thus be reduced to a scale equivalent to that which currently sep-
arates the more affluent southern states of the former FRG from the

poorer states in the north. Germany's ability to achieve this goal
will, of course, pivot on the policy decisiona that it makes in the short
and medium term. Ironically, it is the most draconian scenario-one
entailing the rapid elimination of the many layers of bloated East Ger-
man bureaucracy, the quick shedding of inefficient enterpries bur-
dened by overemployment, and the concentration of new financial
means into investment in the most modern industries as opposed to
the propping up of inefficient indusbis-that would guarantee the
most rapid economic growth. Yet such a goal must be carefully bal-
anced against an array of additional policy objectives, such as smooth
adjustment, minimizing refugees, protecting Germany's currency, and
reassuring both East and West of Germany's ability to handle such
complex and difficult problems.

How quickly and effectively Germany manages to meet the chal-
lenges inherent in economic unification could have major ramifications
for the rest of Europe and beyond. Among some of the less developed
countries of the EC, above all Portual and Spain, concerns have been
raised that German investment will be redirected toward the East in
general and toward the GDR in partk'ur Moreover, in Western

OIODDR Wir*hftB- und wa-W '(eutse Bat* Frank , Jne 1W9).
"7The first sign of a VGDR effect" in German trade patterns are alreay vrible A
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Europe concern remains that German preoccupation with the recon-
stmction of the GDR will come at the expense of the EC and the
future of European integration. The Bonn government has repeatedly
sought to counter this impression by insisting that unification can and
must be used as a catalyst to spur European unity and by pushing for
an acceleration of steps toward monetary and political union-issues
that will be discussed at greater length later in this Report.

The manner in which Germany handles the challenges of economic
unification will nonetheless affect its neighbors in a number of ways.
First, Germany's influence in Europe will be bolstered by the removal
of economic barriers within the EC by the end of 1992. Yet 1992 will
also force painful changes within Germany, as it will open or break up
a variety of arrangements that have previously protected uncompetitive
sectors of the German economy. According to the Kiel Institute of
World Economy, only about one-half of the West German economy is
currently free of state regulation and subsidy, and West German state
subsidies have risen steadily throughout the 1980s to total 120 million
DM annually. The GDR, in addition, was completely in the hands of
the state. Should the political costs of a quick transition prove high,Germany might thus be tempted to continue to subsidize uncompetitive

sectors of industry in the former GDR against its own longer-term
economic interests.

A rapid and successful transition in the eastern part of Germany is
also needed to ensure that Bonn does not lose political momentum in
its efforts to forge greater European economic and monetary union. A
standard claim among German politicians is that German unification
will accelerate the process of European union as well, and one of the
"first and most crucial cases testing this thesis will be the decision con-
cerning the pace and nature of monetary union. On all of these issues,
Germany's voice will be crucial. The DM, after all, is the world's
second largest reserve currency, second only to the U.S. dollar-and it
is thus both the core of the European monetary system and the key- I
stone oi European financial developments. Indeed, both the nature of
the European Central Bank and the policies it advances may well be
modele4 on the German Bundesbank. These developments are critical
to an understanding of future German leadership in Europe.

Germany's handling of economic reconstruction in the GDR will
also have major implications for its neighbors further east. In Eastern
Europe, concerns have been voiced that German investment in the
GDR will leave little capital for the rest of that region of Europe. At

ezpofts to Eastern Europe would Vw from 3.5 to 8 tu 10 percent as a reaut of unifica-
tion (Sueddmtche Zevg,, August 21. 1990).
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i the same tune, Eastern Burol•- has clearly pinned its hopes on Ger-
S , • many to support its desire for closer contact with the EC. Similarly, a
S • !• growing German economy offers the best guarantee of export-driven
S , • growth for the countries of the region. In the words of the Polish

: •• Finance Minister Leszek Balcerowicz:

: " ÷•What happens in Germany is not only important for the Germans
S ' • but for other countries as well, above all Poland. On the one hand

t4t

ther ame certain dangers for the Polish economy but there are also

• ~opportuities .... We fear, for example, that new trade barriers willn
be erected on the Oder-Neisse border [by the EC]. We want to parti-cipate in the investment boom in the GDi . In order to do this we
must have a chance to export our skills, for example in the construc-
tion industry. It is a question of whether a Germany fixated on itself
buexplort its interests without paying attention to the old and new
structures emerging around it or whether Germany continues to be a
bleading advocate of tr-de liberalization.h

German politicians have repeatedly emphasized the ecil role thatwe

mountist suhv as cHunance tod ePortn oupsilsfreamped in the conlastrufco-

tiniand the unification process. As a, result, they contend that

S~Germany has a special moral and political responsibility to assist such
• ~countries in their reform efforts. At the same time, little doubteremains that Germany wm this area as one of tremendous opportunity.

! In the words of West German Economics Minister Haussmann:
srThe market of the former CMEA countries is the tuest market

S~potential in the world. In the short term, growth rates will be limitedbecause of currency problems and transition costs. But we shouldn't
Gforget that the GDR is by far the largest trading partner of the

USSR.isu This means that a unified Germany will automatically
ubecome the largest trading ppartner of the USSy In terms of abso-

unt growth rates there is not a single rmon in the world, lpart from I
r ithe developing countries, that has such a pent-up demand for con-
nsumer and investment good o What is needed in the 1990s is to com-

plement the market reforms in these countries with flankinr
bemeausmes-I don't mean credits but economic know how, maunage-
fment aining, etc.--so that the countries of Eastern Europe can use
our assithis to put themselves in a u ition where they can prti-
cipate in the international division of labor. I

Finally, the manner in which the Germans handle the economicr t
aspects of unification will affect the United States in two important

ple tthe first resulting from shifts in cntries money tied to
unification. The economic consequences of rebuilding the GDR in the

eal 19tan, and of et idio Eastern ie later in theroecan use

4 ourtopy themselesng a siuatonp hee h ecade too

was-ee Bakerowir s commenst in Die Wfro Jusf 25, 19i oe

Nee6 Haummann's interview in Die Wet, July 5, 1990.
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well constitute the third great financial shock the world economy has
sustained since the end of the Vietnam War. The first such shock was
OPEC's decision to quadruple oil prices in 1973-1974; the second was
the Reagan administration's economic program of the early 1980s,
which turned the United States into the world's largest borrower while
Japan and Germany emerged as significant lenders. Each set into
motion upheavals in global capital flows, currency values, and trade
patterns that dominated the world's economy for nearly a decade.

The cost of rebuilding the GDR and other Eastern Bloc economies
could well lead to a redirection of capital flows akin to those induced
by Reaganomics in the 1980s and by the OPEC oil shocks of the 1970s.
Indeed, rapidly increasing expenditures for German unification have
already pushed the unified German government budget deficit up to
some 100 billion DM for 1990, or some 3.3 percent of the GDP-
compared with a deficit of only 21 billion DM, or 0.9 percent of the
GDP for 1989. Some estimates suggest that the deficit may rise as
high as 125 billion DM in 1991-more than five times the level of 1989.
Yet excess German savings and a current account surplus of some $60
billion in 1989 suggest that Germany will in fact be able to finance
much of its reconstruction costs without having to become an external
borrower as did the United States in the early 1980s. At the same
time, Germany's capital needs have already led to pressures for
increases in interest rates, the magnitude of which will rest on how
Germany finances unification-through raising taxes, increased public
borrowing, or some combination of the two.

The consequences of this trend are very sobering for the United
States. By 1990, some 12 percent of the roughly $3 trillion U.S. federal
"debt was held by non-U.S. investors. Although Germany did not play
as direct a role in financing America's external deficit as did Japan,
nearly $100 billion of U.S. assets were purchased during the late 1980s
by British banks attracting funds from Frankfuirt Because the U.S.
economy is dependent on foreign capital, such changes in capital flows
away from the United States and toward CentralEurope suggest that
long-term interest rates in the United States an unlikely to decline
significantly, the budget ciicit reduction plan notwithstandingý This
is hardly a recipe for economic relief for a U.S. economy heading into a
recession.

The second crucial area in which unification will affect American
economic interests lies in the EC. Germany's growing economic
weight, together with the central position it occupies in the BC, means

"SM the aalyis by David D. Hak, ce• e d of Keumme r Fmancal Swvic,
published in the W*ahilto Pot J•u 1, 1990.
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that Germany will play a pivotal role in shaping the outcome of BC
o positions in European-American negotiations on an array of core
issues, such as trade liberalization. At the same time, the EC market is
perhaps the most important one for U.S. exporters and investors; the
United States and the EC exchanged over $160 billion in trade in 1988,
with the American trade balance improving dramatically in recent
years. U.S. corporate investment in EC countries has grown consider-
ably as U.S. firms position themselves to take advantage of EC plans
to eliminate internal market barriers by 1992. Similarly, the EC con-
tinues to increase its lead as the primary direct investor in the United, States.

A number of trends, however, may point the EC toward becoming a
more inward-looking community than the proponents of 1992 contend
will be the case. Germany's importance to the United States lies in its
role as the leading economic and financial power in the EC and in the
role it can play in supporting a liberal German economic policy within
the EC, within Europe, and globally. This role was explicitly recognized
by Helmut Kohl in his commencement speech at Harvard University in

* the spring of 1990: I
Open borders ... imply that the Europe of the future must not seal
itself off by protectionist measures. Only free world trade generates
prosperity. This is in the enlightened self-interest of everyone. And
it would be a disservice to the partnership between Europe and
America if, in the economic sphere, our relations were marked by
unfair competition and short-sighted egoism. Germany can do much
to ensure that the EC remains America's strongest partner in efforts
to strengthen an open international trading system. More than ever
before, German leadership must be engaged to bolster open European
markets within an open world economy, underpinned by an efficient
and effective international monetary systemY•

Should Germany succeed in meeting these challenges, it is not diffi-
cult to imagine a unified Germany reemerging as the dominant country
in a pan-European trading and financial bloc stretching from Portugal
to Moscow. In Eastern Europe, the German economic presence is
already strong and is likely to become stronger. Between 1985 and
1989, for example, West Germany's share of the industrialized coun-
tries' total exports to Eastern Europe rose from 17 to 21 percent--and
the FRG is the region's leading supplier in areas as diverse as textiles
as well as capital goods. Moreover, in 1989, some 60 percent of

V Poland's imports from Western Europe came from the FRG; the fig-
ures for Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Hungary are 57, 52, and 50 percent,
respectively. And in 1989, the FRG cornered some 30 percent of the

2hg Kohs sec n Bu~etin, No. A Ma 2% 1990.
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entire Eastern European market, compared with 7 percent for Italy and
* 6.5 percent for France.2 Such trends may culminate in Germany's

"reassumption of the economic primacy it enjoyed in the region before
traditional trade and investment patterns were destroyed during the
Second World War and in the postwar period. Indeed, leading West
German politicians have already sketched out the vision, in the words
of Helmut Kohl, of a "pan-European economic space from the Atlantic
to the Urals with over 500 million people,"27

2See Bundesbank Monthly Report, "FRG Exchanges with Planned Economies," July
1989.

2See Kohl's speech "Opening to the East: Opportunities for All," delivered at the
126th anniversary of the founding of BASF in Bulletin, No. 44, April 11, 1990.
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V. THE NEW FOREIGN POLICY ENVIRONMENT

German unification both coincides with and is a product of far-
reaching changes in the environment ii which German foreign and
security policy has been formulated over the past 40 years. The col-
lapse of communism and the pending withdrawal of Soviet military
power to Europe's periphery holds promise of liberating Bonn from the
strategic dilemma of being a front-line state exposed to overwhelming
Soviet military power. Such shifts will inevitably reduce the FRG's
previously heavy dependency on the West-above all the United
States-for its military security in Central Europe. Moreover, growing
German power, coupled with the changing political landscape in Cen

* tral and Eastern Europe as well as in the USSR itself, will present new
challenges for future German foreign policy in the Past.SThe key question for the future is how German foreign policy priori-S•ties will be reduted against the backdrop of this new Central Euro-

pean political mosaic. Three major challenges confront German

foreign policymakers, and the answers they provide to these challenges
will help determine the future map of Europe.

The first challenge facing Germany rests on the need to decide how
German and European security can best be guaranteed in the future.
Specifically, how will German leaders provide the alliance with a sus-
tainable political rationale as well as a cohesive strategic mission at a i
time when the Soviet threat has diminished and the survivability of the
USSR as a state seems increasingly doubtful? Will German leaders
simply opt for a continuation of the key alliance structures that have
provided them with security in the past, drawing down force levels in
NATO, for example, while retaining the basic structures? Or will they
ultimately opt to transform such structures into a more European
defense alliance in a much looser cooperative relationship with the
United States?

The seodkey challenge facing Garman leaders lies in the future of
European integration. It has practically become second nature for Ger-
man politicians to insist that German unification will accelerate the
unification of Europe as well. The extent to which this proves true,
however, remains to be determined, for the contruction of European
unity is a task that will take years if not decades. At the saue time,
Germany will play a critical role in resolving a number of key Euro-
pean isses, including the future pace and contours of farther monetary
and political integration following the implementation of the European
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Single Act. Should the EC strive to develop a coherent foreign and
security policy? And how do such questions tie into changes already
taking place or planned for existing structures such as NATO?

The third and final challenge lies in reconciling such issues with the
need to assist the new democracies in the East. Should the EC seek to
broaden by bringing these Countries into the stable structures of
Western integration as quickly as feasible, even at the risk of diluting
the cohesion of the community? Or, alternatively, should the EC,
while offering looser associations with Eaifern Europe, concentrate on
deepening political and economic integration to increase its cohesion
and strength, thereby giving the postcommunist countries of Eastern
Europe a strong and viable partner with which to cooperate? Such
questions are among the key issues that will help define the future
political, economic, and military map of Europe. And Germany's voice
in shaping the answers to them will be critical owing both to its central
geographical position and to its political and economic weight.

Any attempt to address this question should first note that the far-
reaching changes that have taken place in East-Central Europe have
not negated the strategic thrust of previous West Germa vi 3ign and I
security policy thinking. To the contrary, future hit tri us will
undoubtedly debate the causes of the collapse of commun: in East-
Central Europe for years to come. And although it was Soviet
policy-above all the decision not to intervene in Eastern Europe-that
facilitated the ultimate collapse of communism in the summer and fall
of 1989, it has become clear that the West's strength and cohesion also
played a pivotal role in bringing about the recent dramatic changes in
Soviet policy. This was true not only because the West did in factt
serve as a magnet for the East by discrediting communism and under-
scoring the fact that there was an alternative to it, but also because the
unified Western position on German unification in NATO left the
Soviets little option but to acquiesce in this regard. Thus, although
German debate is often colored with gratitude toward Soviet policy and
Gorbachev's role in the unification process, little doubt remains that
the FRG's previous foreign policy course, together with its strong
Western ties, added a crucial element to this success story.

If Germany's principal Western connection has not been called into
question, however, important debates have emerged over how the three
pillars of West German foreign policy--NATO, the EC, and the CSCE
procega-should be refashioned in amordance with the changing politi-
cal and secufy environment. The one lesson to be -eared from the
course of eunts of the last year is that the West emans diplayed
little inclination to deviate from their Westernoo orsto t
asid their Western ties in return for neutralit. At the same time,
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there already are signps that the Germans will seek to transform these
institutions into optimal venues for puring Germany's own agenda in
a changing world. Each offers a forum through which Germany can
deal with its three most important interlocutors-the United States in
NATO, France through the EC, and the USSR in the CSCE--and Ger-
man inluence in all three is likely to increase as a result of unification.

Germany's future foreign policy interests and priorities can be 6een
in the way in which the Germans have already moved to reshape these
institutions. The question of Germany's 140re role in NATO, for
example, has been at the core of the emerging debate over German
foreign policy. At first glance, there are four compelling reasons a
future reunified Germany should seek to remain in the Western Atlan-
tic alliance. First, barring the complete dishintaation of the Soviet
state, the USSR will remain the dominant land power on the European
continent. Thus, even ii Soviet forces axe removed from East-Central
Europe, the possibility remains that a future Soviet government might
seek to use its residual military forces or to reconstitute a force that is
capable of pursuing limited strategic objectives vis-a-vis Europe.

Second, the fact that the USSR will remain a nuclear power pro-
vides an even stronger incentive for a non-nuclear, reunified Germany
to remain within the alliance as well as to continue to seek an
extended nuclear guarantee from its nuclear-armed Western allies.

Third, a close security relationship with the West has always been
seen by the Germans as a form of insurance that would safeguard the
stability of Germa democracy. For the founding fathers of the FPR,
entry inpo NATO was motivated by the belief that their ocountry's
foreign policy posture would determine both the domestic order and the
orientation of the new Germany. Although the days are long gone
wb•n NATO and the American presence were seen as a guarantee for
West German democracy, a clear recognition remains that Germany's
prospeity and freedom have been closely linked to its membership in a
Western collective defense alliance.

Lost but not least, the alternatives to Gemany!s participation in
NATO are neither attractive nor cost-free. Afthough neutrality might
at first glance appear attractive *- some, it is potentially the most
is i • scenario-for while Germany would be the most powerful
state on the continent, thee could be no imclad guarantee that it
would remain neutral. This would n tY Lead many'. neighbors
to vie for the loyalties of the Germn state, thereby tilting the balnce
of power on the continent. Alternatively, a aeutral Germany- could
transorm the aln" into anti.raan 1or0matib. 40ui64. t guard,
against the of German POW Finauly onto would not 4

resolve the question of oucleer guarantees and might in the long -an
tempt a future German state to acquire its own nuclear forces.
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This helps explain why there has been little enthusiasm, either in
Germany or elsewhere, for Germany to revert to the balancing act it
once played between the East and the West. The concept of neutrality
has been discredited throughout the postwar period in West Germany,
in large part via an influential school of historiography that has argued
that the temptations of lying in the center of Europe and of attemping
to play a balancing role constituted one of the principal reasons Ger-
man history took such a disastrous course.' Neutrality has also been
widely perceived as leading almost inevitably to discrimination against
Germany or to attempts to form anti-German coalitions in f '-:rts to
contain that country. Whether this stance will change with the pass-
ing of generations and as perceptions of threat and neutrality alter is
an important question that we will address later. Suffice it to say that
it would currently take an intellectual revolution to relegitimize neu-
trality as a foreign policy option among the current German political
elite.

Factors such as these helped sustain the FRG through one of the
most tumultuous phases in postwar diplomacy without altering its
domestic consensus on foreign policy issues. It is, in fact, remarkable
how well the consensus on German membership in NATO remained
intact throughout the rush toward unity, especially in light of the often
acrimonious debates of the early 1980s and in view of the doubts
expressed in many alliance circles over an ostensible waning of German
fidelity to NATO. In large part, this endurance resulted from the skill
of the current Bonn coalition-above all Chancellor Kohl and Foreign
Minister Genscher-first in managing the German domestic debate on
security issues in a tumultuous unification year and second in convinc-
ing the Soviet Union, through the joint efforts of Washington and
Bonn, that acceptance of German membership in NATO was in the
Soviets' interests as well. Delivering a speech in late May in which he
again rejected the option of German neutrality or any agreement that
sought to dilute Germany's Western ties, Chancellor Helmut Kohl
pointed to Germany's checkered past and drew the following conclu-
sion:

The first and most important lesson of history is that peace, stabil-
ity, and security in Europe were always assured when Germany-the
country in the center-c3uld live with its neighbors in secure rela-
tions, with regulated compromise, and with mutually beneficial
exchange. In contrast, when Germany chose or when criminal

1See, for example, Michael Stuermer, Das ruhelose Reich (Severin and Siedler, Berlin,
1983); and Michael Stuermer, Die Reichsgruendung: Deutscher Nationalstaat und euro-
pawiehes Oewchgewicht im _* ,italter Bifnarda (Deutscher Tasechenbuchverlag, Munich,,
1984).
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nationalists evoked some special German path, or when it was forced
into isolation by its former enemies after a lost war, then the result
was always conflict, instability, and insecurity for all of Europe.
This painful history only permits one conclusion: there cannot be a
second Versailles. It is therefore impossible for a unified Germany to
even think aboit neutrality, demilitarization, or nonalignment.2

Strong German support for NATO has in fact been a cornerstone of
the current coalition since Helmut Kohl came to power at the height of
the stormy INF debate in the fall of 1982.3 The Chancellor has
repeatedly stated that NATO can claim credit for having brought about
German unity and that it must continue to play an important role in
organizing European security in the future. Recalling the basic geopol-
itical arguments of Konrad Adenauer, Kohl has repeatedly claimed that
only the United States can balance the USSR as the traditional dom-
inant land power on the Eurasian continent. In Kohl's words, "A
trans-Atlantic security union is of existential significance for Germans
and Europe. Only it can create true balance in Europe. A look at the
map underlines this!"4

At the same time, German leaders have played a crucial behind-the-
scenes role in pushing for the changes in NATO that culminated in the
Jtly London declaration. Speaking in late May, Chancellor Kohl
s~ated. "The alliance will have to rethink its strategy and structure.
For our defensive all' is not an end in itself but rather a reflection
of the political sitt, .. If this changes, then the alliance must
change as well. The alliance of tomorrow with a unified Germany will
therefore be a different one than the alliance we know today."5 Bonn's
push for far-reaching changes in both nuclear and conventional strat-
egy obviously refle -ted a desire to address Soviet security concerns dur-
ing the "2 + 4" negotiations on a unified Germany's security
arrangements-but it was also linked to the obvious fact that unifica-
tion would render conventional NATO military strategy and doctrine
anachronistic. An equally important motivation for German leaders,
however, lay in the realization that NATO's traditional rationale was
rapidly eroding in the face of a diminishing threat and that a new legit-
imation was needed for the alliance lest NATO be deemed irrelevant in
the public eye.

2see Kohl's speech delivered in the final plenary session of the Disarmament Confer-
ence of the Interpaliamentary Union, published in Buein, No. 68, May 29, 1990.31n his first policy address as chancellor, Kohl termed the alliance part of the moon
d'etat of the FRG state, a position he has retained in the face of criticism from the Ger-
man Left.

5See Kohl's speech "Ein geingnetes Deutchland als Gewinn fuer StAkilitaet und
Sicherheit in Europa," Bu/letin, No. 68, May 29, 1990.
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Finally, the strong support of Kohl and the CDU for NATO is
reflected in their firm rejection of institutions such as the CSCE or
notions of collective security as alternatives to the Western alliance.
In numerous public statements, the chancellor strongly supported an
expanded and institutionalized CSCE process but emphasized at the
same time that the CSCE must be seen as a complement to, and not as
a substitute for, NATO. Speaking in Budapest in July 1990, German
Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg laid down this position in no
uncertain terms:

The issue today, and for the foreseeable future, is not to conjure up a
completely new European security system. Rather, it is to create a
cooperative collaboration of different but nonetheless complementary
security structures. Such an approach offers great advantages, above
all with regard to preserving stability. In our opinion such new
structures could develop arising primarily from the CSCE process
and in parallel to the proven structures oi the Western alliance and
the European Community.

Let me, nonetheless, make one thing clear in this context: We do
not think that pan-European security structures, be they within a
CSCE framework, or in some other form, can become the sole pillar
of European security in the foreseeable future. Without the political
security foundation of the Western alliance with its balance of power
function that continues to be important, any overarching security
system would be doomed to failure. General collective security sys-
tems in which everybody is allied to everybody in principle and thus
has no particularly close ties to anyone have always proven them-
selves to be unstable in the course of history, for the strong and ruth-
less will always have the advantage over the weaker states. One has
but to think of the League of Nations between the two World Wars.
It would also be a step back in historical terms if we were to give up
the Western alliance and the resulting level of voluntary integration
in favor of a pan-European collective security system. Instead, it is
important to see the Atlantic Alliance and the CSCE process as
linked in a complementary relationship.6

The CSCE nonetheless remains an important policy instrument in
the perception of German conservatives. A primary motivation for
German support for the CSCE process in the 1970s and 1980s resided
in the belief that the CSCE represented not only the best available
means of institutionalizi detente in Europe but also an effective

vehicle for the transmission of Western ideas--concepts that would
promote internal libealizataon in the East, isolate the GDR, and even-
tually facilitate a resolution of the German Question. With unification

%n ttnwsVshdferdath mra iiaycka in Budspest
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accomplished, the CSCE process remains important as a venue for con-
solidating reform in Eastern Europe, as it provides the institutional
framework that allows Germany to play an active role in managing
change in Eastern Europe in a multilateral guise while also offering a
forum through which the new democracies of Eastern Europe can
develop their own cencepts on future European security. Above all,
however, the CSCE process is the forum through which the USSR can
be engaged without allowing it to become the dominant power on the
continent.

If there is a long-run alternative to the Atlantic Alliance in the
minds of West German conservatives, it is European integration-a
notion that has always lain at the core of conservative German foreign
policy. Prior to the crumbling of the Berlin Wall and the susquent
emergence of the unification issue, for example, Helmut Kohl proudly
stated that the greatest foreign policy accomplishment of his chancel-
lorship had been the progress that had been made toward European
integration. In the past, however, any discussion over the EC's
assumption of a major foreign and security policy role seemed wildly
optimistic;, the overwhelming Soviet military power confronting
Western Europe translated into a strong dependency on a large Ameri-
can military presence, and the progress toward European integration
that would breed a new consensus on foreign and security policy issues
was lacking. As a result, European unity was deemed significant
largely for its ability to amplify Europe's voice in the alliance and for
its bargaining weight vis-a-vis the United States-not for its potential
to supplant the American role.

Two factors have altered this equation or have at least demonstrated
the potential to do so. The first is the considerable progress that has
been reached toward achieving greater political and economic cohesion
in the EC and toward the goal of developing a foreign policy profile.
The second is the collapse of any immediate Soviet threat and, conse-
quently, the reduced need for military security in Europe. In short, the
dramatic reduction in the Soviet threat, coupled with the Single Euro-
pean Act and with progress ,toward monetary and political union, have
changed the terms of this political debate. Such developments, for
example, have opened up the long-term possibility that a political
union in Europe might ultimately assume primary responsibility for its
own security. German conservatives nonetheless remain guarded in

Stheir discussion of the EC as a long-term alternative to NATO.
Dvomts in the East remain in flux, the future of integration in
the BC is also uncertari, and talk of supplanting the American role or
presence could become ca it i o a
premature American widhdrawal from Europe well before the BC has
reached any degree of cohesion on security mattam
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Although little doubt persists that German conservatives aspire in
the long run to a far more cohesive and autonomous Europe in a
restructured trans-Atlantic relationship--one in which the American
presence is significantly reduced and perhaps ultimately eliminated-a
number of difficult short-term questions remain.7 First, many Ger-
mans have been among the most vocal proponents of the so-called
broadening of the EC to include some institutionalized relationship
with the new democracies of Eastern Europe; German leaders have
repeatedly stated that they have an obligation to assist the new demo-
cracies of Eastern Europe by virtue of the latter's role in bringing
about the downfall of communism and German unification. Moreover,
German leaders are keenly aware that should these countries fail to
adapt to Western democracy and market economies, the ramifications
for Germany could be tremendous. Although political and economic
instability in Eastern Europe will impact all of Western Europe, Ger-
many will be affected most acutely owing to its proximity. Images of
mass migration or some type of new Voelkerwanderung sparked by
political and economic collapse in the East are understandably horror
visions for German leaders, who know that such problems would
immediately spill over into their own society.8

A rapid broadening of the EC would, however, run the risk of slow-
ing or even halting attempts to deepen political and economic integra-
tion within the EC. Bonn must therefore strike a balance between
simultaneously deepening and broadeuing the Europeai alliance.
Skepticism voiced in the wake of unification over Bonn's commitment
to integration has led Chancellor Kohl to try to reconcile t onfiicting

7Tbe most forceful advocate of this line of thinking has been Alfred Dregger, who has
for decades advocated the vision of a Europe stretching from Poland to Portugal emerg-
ing as a third superpower between the United States and the USSR. See Alfred Dregger,
Der Vernunft eim Game. PoWti fuer Deutschkini Reden und Au/fretze (Univeruitas
Verag, Munich, 1987). See also Dregger's speech at the 38th CDU Party Congress,
recorded in CDU Dokuenttin, No. 19, 198&

JIf we don't help our neighbors-in the first instance Czechoslovakia and Poland-
get their economic homes in order, then we will experience great refugee migrations into
the more prosperous areas of the West. We have to do everything we can to ensure that
these people receive a means of subsistence at home. Precisely on the day of German
unity I think of our East European neighbors who played such an important part in the
toppling of the Wall and the opening of the borders. We always say that we are thank-
fil But they can't buy anything with such declarations. They want to become members
of the European Community. I see a great deal of hesitation on the pet of the pos-
perous EC countries to accept our poorer rlatives in the East. In my Opinion, the
Federal Republic has 9A obligation to be a broker for the interests of these countries in
the EC. One has to invite these countries to join and not to wait for their applicationa
They have become democratic and market-oriented. They have furthe•d the case of
freedom and peace in Europe and they thereore belong to the European fanl that has
orgAnsed itself in the EC. Germany should take the lead in making an initiativer along
these line." See Graf Otto Lambsdorffs interview in Der Morgen, October 2,1990.
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goals and to convince key allies, such as France, that Germany's com-
mitment to European unity has not faltered. The chancellor has
repeatedly stated publicly, for example, that his country's commitment

Z to stabilizing the East will not affect its political commitment to the
deepening of West European integration and that any broadening will
not be allowed to threaten the cohesion of the EC. According to Kohl:

Only a European community strengthened internally can be a driving
force in the pan-European process. Europe does not end at the Oder
"and Neisse rivers. The people in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and the other countries of Central and Southeast Europe require a

European perspective. The same applies to the EFTA countries, with
which we enjoy close co-operation. We wish to create with them a
European economic area, which could become a model for the whole
of Europe to grow together.

It must not, however, simply be a matter of admitting as many coun-
tries as possible into the EC. Such a strong-arm act would not leave
the Community unscathed. The fatal result would be that the EC
would be reduced to the level of an elevated free trade zone: pre-
cisely what was not-and is not-our aim in unifying Europe. Hence
those who want the polical unification of Europe must restrict

accession to the Community, for the foreseeable future, to those
ountries which are grepared and able to create the European Union
without reservations.4

Such broad political commitments notwithstanding, the real diffi-
culty ahead will lie in forging the details of future integration and in
reconciling the competing interests of deepening integration in the EC
and keeping that community open so as to deal with the aspirations of
other countries in Europe-and ultimately transforming it into a pan-
European institution. The chancellor's national security adviser, Horst
Telschik, has noted that the growing interest of non-EC members in
Western Europe, combined with increasing interest in Eastern Europe
resulting from the revolutions of 1989 and the EC's past successes in
assisting countries such as Spain and Portugal in their transition from
authoritarian systems to democracy, makes it inevitable that the EC
become a pan-European institution. No consensus has been reached in
the EC, however, with respect to how this should be accomplished,
with which groups of countries, at what cost, and with what kinds of
tradeoffs. In Telschik's words:

The European Community must become the point of departure for
pan-European solutions. Yet, what answers will the EC or its indi-
vidual members provide for these questions? Ir general terms we say
that we must create a pan-European peace order with structures that

98" Kohl's article in the Financa Tunes, Oetobr 29, 1990.
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transcend the alliance. But how is it to be shapel? President Mit-
terrand speaks of a "European confederation.m The core would con-
sist of the EC which would then form a confederation with the other
European states. But the EC would remain a privileged community
in this concept. The members of EFTA and the countries of Central
Europe are placed in the same category and are kept excluded from
the Community. Whether the USSR and the USA are included in
such a confederation is also unclear. Nonetheless this French con-
cept leaves open many options.
!t is true that all twelve EC members agree that the Community 3
sho-uld not be broadened until the end of 1992. The completion of
the internal market, economic and monetary union, and political
union all have priority. The realization of these goals within the
agreed upon timeframe will be difficult enough. Yet, we must ask
ourselves if the EC can really deny the EFTA countries entry if these
countries ask for it and meet the criteria? Austria has already
applied for membership. Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland
have already introduced policies that are bringing them into line with
the criteria for membership. Leading political and economic circles
in three countries are already questioning whether it is in their
interests to be pursuing policies corresponding to those of the BC
while remaining outside the Community.
The situation in the countries of Central and Southeastern Europe is
different. It would be premature to put them in the same category as
the EFTA countries. They should become associated with the EC as
closely as possible. In the long term, however, full membership for
them should also be allowed. It is precisely a united Germany that
must be the spokesman for these neighbors to the East. The result
could be a Europe from the Atlantic to the Bug, a Europe of free
democratic countries with the same economic system and currency, a
Europe of fatherlands that culminates in a united Europe with I
Federal structum.e'

It would certainly be a mistake to assume that Foreign Minister
Genscher does not share the geopolitical concerns and arguments that
underlay the thinking of the chancellor and the CDU/C,•U--or the
desire to ensure a future American role in European security affairs.
Moreover, Genscher clearly shares Chancellor Kohl's commitment to
the priority of European integration and to Germany's special responsi-
bility to assist the new democracies of Eastern Europe. At the same
time, the overall tenor of Genscher's foreign policy approach has
always differed from that of Kohl and the CDU in several subtle yet
important respects.

In many ways, Genscher has come to incorporate many of the shift
that have taken place in mainstream German foreign policy thinking in

wSee Telehik's article on Germny's future role in Europe in Die Welt, September
22.1990.
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the past two decades-a fact that helps explain why he continues to be
the most popular politician in Germany. Essentially, the staunch
Atlanticist of the mid-1970s became the symbol of delente and arms
control as a special German national necessity and responsibility in the
early 1980s. While Genscher has continued to advocate a close trans-
Atlantic relationship and an American presence in Europe, his increas-
ing support of Franco-German cooperation has reflected a convictic
that the existing degree of West European dependence on the United
States is politically unhealthy for both sides and that Europe must
take steps to assume greater control over its own destiny.

Genscher has always perceived East-West relations in highly flexible
and dynamic terms. He has become a master at maximizing his and
his country's latitude in order to best exploit changing East-West
trends to his advantage. Over the past years, for example, the FRG's
foreign minister has repeatedly emphasized that the bipolar order is
coming to an end and that changes in East-West affairs offer Europe aj unique opportunity to assert itself in a more independent fashion.
Genscher's early enthusiasm for Gorbachev must therefore be seen in
the context of the fact that the veteran foreign minister was the first
senior Western statesman to recognize the potential for change in
Gorbachev's reform and to publicly call upon the West to take Gor-
bachev at his word. This reflected Genscher's belief that Gorbachev's
reforms, if successful, could represent a unique historical opportunity
to initiate a transition to a new cooperative system of European secu-
rity based on a reformed USSR, on restructured alliances, and on a
looser and more balanced U.S.-European relationship.

It is important to stress that these ideas and concepts were essen-
tially articulated by Genscher and the CGerman Foreign Office well
before the revolutions of 1989 took place in East-Central Europe. The
events of the hast yean only confirmed Genscher's conviction that
changes in the USSR ani Central Europe, along with German unifica-
tion, offer Europe a unique opportunity to build a new, stable, coopera-
tive order. In his public statements, the foreign minister has also
repeatedly underlined the special responsibility that the Germans bear
to become the driving force behind European unity so as to ensure that
Europe does not revert to an age of disruptive nationalisms-and such
that unification remains a positive force in European politics.

Genscher has repeatedly referred to six central building blocks for a
new European security order. In the spring of 1990, Genscher publicly
sketched out a new vision of Europe based on these elements. They
include.
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* The deepening of integration in the EC, leading to political
union;

* The restructuring of trans-Atlantic relations between a unified
Europe and the United States;

* The stabilization of the reform process in the countries of
East-Central Europe and the USSR;

* The expansion and institutionalization of the CSCE process
and its transformation from a series of conferences to &n "Insti-
tution of European Security and Stability'; and

* The adaptation of security policy to the new situation in
Europe and the creation of cooperative security through disar-
mament and the transformation of the alliances into poliWical
instruments."

Genscher also suggested a loose game plan that would include the
sequence in which these new buildig blocks for a European peace
order should be assembled--one in which German unification would be
followed by the deepening of integration in the EC. At the same time,
the EC would be impelled to include the reforming countries of Eastern
Europe, leading to the creation of a common European space from the
Atlantic to the Urals as a common democratic, legal, economic, ecologi-
cal, and security entity. In the meantime, the CSCE process would
have to be expanded and institutionalized if it was to be transformed j
into the type of durable collective security organization that could
function as a safety net in times of crisis. During this transition, the
Atlantic Alliance would function as a form of reirsurance against set-
backs in new processes of pan-European integration and as a caucus
for keeping the United States actively involved in European security
affairs. Nonetheless, growing European integration would ultimately
create the preconditions for a restructuring of American-European rela-
tions into a much looser and balanced alliance.

Genscher is clearly loath to speak of any broad blueprint, and hence
one will seek in vain for any detailed German "grand design" for
Europe in his many speeches and policy statements. As the foreign
minister himself remarked in an interview in the fall of 1990, the secret
of success of "Genscherism" lay in remaining cognizant of one's long-
term goals and in maintaining the flexibility to pursue these goals and
to seek to push events in the proper direction."2

The above-mentioned principles can therefore serve as a general
guide both to Genscher's longer-term goals and to his thinking toward

Insee Genscher's speech at the annual meeting of the German Foreign Policy Society,
printed in Europa Arch/, No. 15, 1990, pp. 473-478.

S3ee Genacher's interview in Der SpikeI, October 1, 1990.
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the future evolution of institutions such as NATO, the EC, and the
CSCE. Genscher has clearly opposed efforts to turn NATO into an
institution for power projection outside Europe, preferring instead to
turn it into a more cooperative structure--one that can work together
with an expanded and institutionalized CSCE. While willing to accept
future Bundeswehr participation in UN-sponsored missions, however,
the foreign minister has firmly rejected any talk of German force pro-
jection or attempts to develop a new rationale for NATO as a forum
for coordinating broader Western strategic and military thinking on a
more global scale. Such fears appear rooted in Genscher's own views
on how a country with Germany's past should define its role in the
European and international arena, on his opinions with respect to the
tools that should or should not be included in Germany's diplomatic
arsenal, and on his fears that any steps in this direction would be
exploited politically by the German Right.

It is nonetheless clear that Genscher sees Germany as having a cru-
cial ole to play in the building of a new Europe. In his words, "This
historical task means the beautiful fulfillment of the Germans' Euro-
pean mission."` The strengthening of the EC and the CSCE are, in
Genscher's thinking, the means to achieve this goaL The foreign min-
ister repeatedly refers to the EC as the "anchor of stability" in Europe
and as an institution that must increasingly assume responsibility for
integrating the new democracies of Eastern Europe as well. At the
same time, Genscher has always insisted that the reconstruction of
Eastern Europe must be a joint task for the West as a whole.1 4 Simi-
larly, he has singled out the CSCE as the key "pillar" for a new Euro-
pean security system that includes the USSR

One of the great ironies of the revolutions of 1989 in East and Cen-
tral Europe and of the German unification process is how these events
took the SPD by surprise and allowed it to capture little of the credit
for the changes now taking place in Central Europe--despite the fact
that the SPD initiated Bonn's policy of Ostpolitik in the late 1960s to
1970s while playing a crucial role in building Bonn's close ties with the
East. The fact that the SPD, which has prided itself for its ability to

ISe Genscher's interview in Sueddeutsche Zeitkg, August 29, 1990.
"According to Genscher, "Certainly, the economic development in Central and

Eastern Europe is not something that we can manage alone, nor do we Germans have
this ambition. I hope our Western patnem will realize that we an have to make our
contribution to creating a single Europe thrlough participation in the economic develop-
ment of Central and Eastern Europe. We do not want a new division in Europe. I see a
great responsibility in this. A year ago it was important to prevent the building of a wall
of missiles by stationing short-range nuclear weapons. Now it is necessary to prevent
the building of an economic wall." See Genscher's interview in Sueddeuteehe Zeitun,
August 29, 1990.
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conceptualize change in East-West affairs in Europe, was unable to
capitalize on these dramatic changes was linked in part to the fact that
it happened to be in the political opposition when the political
avalanche swept through the region. It was also, however, tied to what
appear to have been some basic conceptual errors in Social Democratic
thinking on how change in the East was likely to occur and what its
outcome would be.

Social Democratic Ostpoitii from the outset was predicated on three
assumptions. The first was that change in Eastern Europe could occur
only in small steps-and only if implemented from above via reform-
minded communist leaderships. As a result, Social Democratic policy
concentrated on building ties with reform communists in the region,
including the SED regime in the GDR. The second assumption under-
lying Social Democratic thinking was that Bonn's traditional stance in
favor of unification had become an impediment to change in the East.
While the SPD was by no means resigned to the status quo in the
GDR, it increasingly came to reject unification, instead embracing calls
for some looser fort If confederation between the two German states.
Third, the SPD believed that changes in security policy and arms con-
trol could and should be actively used as instruments of political
engineering to create the type of foreign policy environment that would
serve as a handmaiden for internal change. Throughout the early
1980s, the party passed one resolution after another calling for internal
reform in Eastern Europe coupled with an eventual transition to a col-
lective security system that transcended both alliances.

The thrust of Social Democratic thinking was thus to pursue policies
that would render the inter-German border more porous and eventually
irrelevant and, subsequently, to transcend the nation-state by creating
new pan-European institutions. As a result, the SPD was politically
and psychologically unprepared for the rapid turn of events that swept
the GDR and Eastern Europe in the fall of 1989-for change in
Eastern Europe came not in small steps but rather as a sudden politi-
cal earthquake. Moreover, many of the center-left intellectual dis-
sident groups that the SPD had cultivated over the years were swept
aside in the tumultuous events that took place in these countries.
Finally, the SPD's ambivalence on the goal of unification came back to
haunt it amid the surge of unification sentiment in the GDR. Sensing
the growing danger facing his party on this issue, Willy Brandt ini-
tiated a volte-face on the German Question in late 1989 by embracing
the coming together of the two states--but a number of prominent

| I |I
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SPD intellectuals continued to oppose unification for many months to
come.15

'CE Finally, the rapid disintegration of communist rule, coupled with
growing calls from the new democratic elites in several Eastern Euro-
pean countries for withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact, undercut many
of the old Social Democratic arguments about both alliances serving as
instruments of stability to manage a transition to a new security sys-
tem. Faced with the de facto disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and
the almost insurmountable obstacles impeding the creation of a new
pan-European security system in the short term, Social Democrats had
little choice but to embrace the position that a unified Germany should
"remain in NATO pending the creation of a new pan-European security
system while insisting that the alliance undertake a major review of its
nuclear and conventional strategies."6 Even on this issue, however, the
SPD soon found itself overtaken by events-for in the early summer of
1990, the ruling coalition in Bonn itself took the lead in pushing for
far-reaching changes in alliance strategy in its run-up to the NATO
London summit.

Social Democratic thinking on future European security is thus in a
state of considerable flux as old concepts are being reexamined, sal-
vaged, and adapted to a new order. Although foreign and security pol-
icy has traditionally been an area that the SPD has considered to be its
strength, for the moment it appears to have lost its edge even in this
respect to Foreign Minister Genscher and perhaps even to the CDU,
which has sought to reassert its voice in the German foreign policy
debate. At the same time, several key components of the SPD's
foreign policy thinking are likely to remain constant. As an example, a
strong undercurrent of opinion in the SPD still clings to the position of
dissolving both blocs and sees the Western alliance's role solely in
terms of managing a transition to a new security system. More than
any other German party, it is the SPD that advocates that NATO is ill
prepared to master the tasks of common security in Europe and that a
quick transition to a new pan-European security system is needcd In
the words of one SPD parliamentarian:

SUSe Brandt's article in Die Zeit, No. 47, November 17, 1989. Perhaps the best
example of a prominent leftist German intellectual bitterly opposing unification was
writer and SPD member Guenter Grass. See Grass's speech at the SPD party congress
in December 1989, reprinted in Guente Grass, Deubeher L"wten Wider das
dumfe E&ieigebot (Lchterhand, Frankfurt. 1990), pp. 7-12.

Scee the SPD poition paper issu4d in lte Apr- 27 p.dd in u zur
Sicherheitspooit• No. 5, May 1990, pp. 24-27.
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It may be true that NATO and the Warsaw Pact are useful, indeed
irreplaceable tools for managing the transition from the East-West
conflict lo a new European security structure. But their task has
become one of bankruptcy managers, the significance of which no
one denies, but whose tenure is of limited duration. A new collective
European security structure must and will develop around Germany
and, equally important, it will coincide with a pan-European
economic space which extends far beyond an eastern expansion of
the European Community. 4

Germany does not want to become neutral and to become a wanderer
between two worlds [in the East and in the West). It wants -to
assume its traditional broker role with the East while remaining part
of a Western community of values and a member of the European
Community and without succumbing to the temptation of some third
way. That this has become possible is the result of the policy of
Mikhail Gorbachev. By abolishing the blocs and by bringing
Western modernity into the Soviet Union, [the USSR] will find in
Germany a natural and historical partner without Germany being
West. It is for this reason that the German people, more than any-

one else, have an interest in the success of the current policy in the
Soviet Union."7

The SPD also remains strongly committed to European integration.
In his keynote address as the SPD's unity congress in late September
1990, Oskar LaFontaine laid out his concept of a "twc-speed
Europe"-i.e., a Europe in which the dual process of deepening West
European integration could be wedded with an expansion of coopera-
tion with Eastern Europe.'8 In the words of Karsten Voigt:

The goal of the SPD is a United States of Europe. The EuropeanCommunity should be developed into a United States of Europe.

East European democracies should be allowed to join. For economic
reasons a full membership of the East European states is only realis-
tic in the longer-term. Until then we should strive for other forms of
cooperation such as a closer association. The European Community
should also seek to establish a closer harmonikation oi the foreign
and security policy of its members. Responsibility for defense
matters, however, should not be given to the EC In the immediate
future as tlVis would only prevent the inclusion of the neutrals and
the former Warsaw Pact countries."9

1'Ste Gerhard Heimann, "Die Awng der BMaecke und die Ruop~ ebn
Deutschlanda," Europa Archiv, No. 5, 1990, pp. 108.169. See also Egon Bahr,
"Sicherheit durch Annaeherung," Di e764 June 29, 1990.

See ontaine's speech at the SPD ongress in Berlin on Sepeber A 1990. aM
his concept of a "E•uoa der swel Geachwe••te" (aut sa private coy).

19See Kamten Voigt, "German Unity and a Pan-iEropean Structure for P•ft and
Security," March 28, 1990 (author's private copy).
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The SPD's vision is clearly one of a unified European Left growing
in its strength as a result of the overcoming of the division of Europe.
Just as the SPD is striving for a new post-Cold War constituency in
German domestic politics, so does it hope to knit together a new
Europe-wide coalition based on democratic socialism and centered on
the themes of social justice, ecology, and disarmament. As many Social
Democrats themselves point out, the key question for the future is
whether processes such as Euroap ,n integration in the western half of
Europe and the dramatic changes that have taken place in Eastern
Europe will work to the benefit of the European Left or conservative
forces. One of the many ironies that Social Democrats themselves are
forced to concede is that the realization of a longstanding goal-that of
overcoming the division of Europe--caught the SPD offguard and may
unleash new forces of nationalism that will ultimately play into the
hands of their opponents. In the words of Peter Glotz, member of par- 4

liament and editor of the SPD's theoretical monthly Die neue
GeeeschaftI

It would be foolish for the European left to assume that the explosive
developments in East-Central Europe will automatically play into our
hands. Reform communists in the 1960s in Czechoslovakia still
believed, for example, in convergence; the future of Europe was
socialism with a human face which would be pushed by reform com-
munists in the East and social democrats in the West. Not much has
remained of this theory. A considerable portion of the new political
groups in Eastern Europe are inclined to reject any type of socialist ,
even democratic;, in the United States and in Western Europe conser-
vatives are convinced that the 'victory of the West" has proven not
only Marxism-Leninism to be a failure but democratic socialism as
well. We cannot ignore the danger that the democratization of
Eastern Europe, which moet surely represents progress as it will lead
to greater self-determination and progress in the sense of the Euro-
pean enlightenment, may paradoxically lead to a strengthening of the
European right. The European left will have to fight to preventthis.•"

In surveying the German foreign policy debate one year after the
collapse of the Berlin Wall, one is struck by three facts. The first is
how well Germany's foreign policy consensus has held up despite the
tumultuous events of the unification process. Many observers' fears of
a possible backlash against the Western alliance or the emergence of
an agonizing debate over potential tradeoffs between European integra-
tion and German unity have thus far failed to material=ze. In part this

S8es Petr GlotW "Renaissance des Vo kriepiainuism)s? Deutrshe Umbnuech-
Odet ein a mozW ktUgcbea Prop• m Eurpa' fi ne esew2wh*t, No.•1, 1990,
p• 40-4L
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has reflected the political skill of the German elite in ensuring that the
question was never posed in the negotiations over German unity,
together with efforts on the part of key Western powers to convince
the Soviets not to exploit sch potential weaknesses. Yet it also
reflects the fruits of 40 yeears of successful policies along with a keen
awareness among West Germans that Western integration not only
brought them prosperity and security but ultimately contributed to the
failure of communism in the East. The example of a successful West
exerted a powerful magnet effect-above all on the peoples of Eastern
Europe. Throughout the unification process, public opinion polls
showed that while West Germans strongly supported unity, they were
unwilling to sacrifice their Western ties in order to achieve it. Finally,
the fact that unification took place on West German terms in foreign
as well as domestic policy was an initial vote of confidence by the Ger-
mans in the Eas. for the FRG's postwar orientation and institutions.

The second trend concerns German foreign policy goals. Unification
has altered not only the Gei man domestic landscape but the terrain of
the foreign policy debate as well. Specifically, Germany is no longer a
divided front-line state whose room for maneuver was narrowly
restricted by the military presence of the USSR and b5 the need for an
American counterweight; instead, it is now an ascendant power in a
more integrated Europe in which the influence of the two .,u- '.rpowers
is rapidly receding. And while the longer-term consequences of
Germany's changing domestic landscape on foreign policy remain to be
determined, the radical changes that have taken place in Germany's
foreign and security policy environment have already altered the
paramitawrs of the foreign policy debate.

In short, German foreign policy goals are no longer centered on the
need to shelter and defend an exposed and vulnerable medium-sized
actor in Europe. Rather, they revoive around the desire to use growing
German weight and influence to play a proactive role in constructing a
new Europe. Although the goal of a new pan-Europe has always been
at the heart of the foreign policy programs of all major German parties,
it previously represented only an abstract, long-term aspiration. Now,
however, the current political agenda includes the possibility of creat-
ing a new Europe-one that stretches from Portugal to Poland and in
which Germany plays a principal leadership role on the basis of its
political and economic weight and its crucial strategic position in
Europe's center. This new Europe will continue to be closely linked to
the United States but will also be increasingly capable of acting as an
autonomous actor on the world stage. Germany's response to this new
context has not been to reject or to abandon the institutions on which
the FVRG has relied in the past; rather, it has sought to recast such
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institutions in a fashion that will allow it to use them toward these
PeakG

The third trend concerns the initial signs of Germany's maturation
as a major European power. The German elite's handling of the unifi-
cation process has lent a major boost to German self-confidence. Simi-
larly, the collapse of Soviet power in the region and the likely diminu-
tion of American influence and presence in the region have created a
power vacuum in the heart of Europe-a vacuum that Germany is
predestined to fill. Moreover, 40 years after the war, Germans
increasingly feel that they have earned their democratic credentials and
are now increasingly willing to set aside previous self-imposed restric-
tions on their room for maneuver. Having accomplished unification
and having regained their national self-confidence, Germans are prov-
ing increasingly willing to assume a more active role in Eunrpe and
beyond.

At the same time, deep ambivalence and internal divisions remain
within the German political class over just how far and how fast Ger-
many should move toward embracing a more active role and over what
types of policy instruments it should emphasize. Among some German
leaders, centered in the CDU and the Bundeswehr leadership, there is a
growing sense that a unified Germany is simply too big and powerful to
indulge in geopolitical abstinence and that German resources and
leadership are badly needed to fill the vacuum left by the collapse of
Soviet power in Eastern Europe and by the pending reduction in Amer-
ican influence in Western Europe. Proponents of this school clearly
believe that a healthy sense of geopolitics is now needed to maintain
elite and public support for NATO, a continuing alliance with the
United States, and elite and public support for defense spending and
the armed forces.

The recent crisis in the Persian Gulf has provided a major impetus
for a debate that was already under way over Germany's future geopol-
itical role and responsibility in Eurcpe and the world. Although Chan-
cellor Kohl was unable to push through his initial plan for a more
overt German role in supporting the United States in the Persian Gulf,
the debate marked a watershed of sorts in German domestic politics as
a new consensus emerged that the time had come to revise Bonn's con-
stitution to allow the use of German armed forces in future crises out-
side the central front."'

21Dl M remain on conditions under which German aMe orces can be commitA
4 ted to auh actiom The CDU potion is th Germa= force should be alloyed to par-

tcipaft in any multilhde Wetmn actm. As mentioned aboe, mahr ha limite
his su*ot to UN-sponsomed msiom as uha the SPD.
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This issue nonetheless has the potential to become a divisive one in
German domestic politics. Issues of power, the use of military force,
and geopolitics remain sensitive themes that have been taboo through
much of the postwar period in light of Germany's past and the excesses
perpetrated under National Socialism. Many Germans remain reluc-
tant to adopt such a role for fear that it will still evoke resentment
among their neighbors or residual mistrust in their own ability to
manage such a role. At the same time, Germany is rapidly being thrust
into a major leadership role as a resuit of the changes in and around it.



VI. FUTURE GERMAN ARMED FORCES AND
DEFENSE PLANNING

The need to restructure future German armed forces has been a key
element that has prompted Germany to rethink its future foreign and
security policy goals and options. In part this was because specific
issues, above all the future size of the Bundeswehr, rapidly became cen-
tral to discussions over the regulation of the security arrangements for
a future unified Germany. At an early stage in the process, German
politicians sought to ensure that the future size and composition of
German armed forces would not become a politically volatile issue and
that such decisions would not be left to the whims of international
negotiations.

Such thinking was also linked, however, to the realization amongI German politicians that the rapidly diminishing Soviet threat in the
East-and the concomitantly dramatic fall in threat perceptions among
the German public-automatically raised key questions about the very
purpose and future role of German armed forces. Questions concerning
the future purpose, size, composition, and missions of German forces
could not be considered in a narrow military or national context, how-
ever, the need to think about the reorganization and eventual integra-
tion of former East German forces into an all-German structure inevi-
tably posed broader questions concerning the restructuring of the Bun-
deswehr as a future all-German force.

More important, the need to think about the defense of a future uni-
fied Germany immediately touched on core aspects of NATO strategy
and the missions of German armed forces. As a result, discussions
over the future of German armed forces increasingly became a mirror
in which one could read many of the emerging trends in thinking over
the future of German foreign policy, its place and role in the alliance,
and the broader purposes to which the instruments of German foreign
policy should be applied both in and outside Europe.

The need to confront such core issues early on has propelled Bonn
iuto the forefront of 'a-alliance debates over the future. This was
also a debate in which the CDU and the ministry of defense have tried
to take the lead in an attempt to capitalize on the successof Chantel-
lor Kohl and to regain thei nitiative on foreign and security policy
thinking that in years past has often been dominated by Foreign Min-
ister Genscher or by the Social Democratic opposition. Addressing a
forum of high-ranking German military officers in March 1990, CDU
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General Secretary Volker Ruehe matched his praise for the role of the
German armed forces in contributing to unification with a clear call for
far-reaching changes in German and allied strategy:

We would never have reached this threshold of a new age if the alli-
ance and the Bundeswehr had not provided for our external security.
Our soldiers can be proud of their contribution to forty years of peace
and freedom, forty years of prosperity, and forty years of European
rapprochement and German-American friendship.
Looking back is not enough, however. We need phantasy and a
sense of responsibility in order to develop a convincing program for
our futur.e security. Our people consists neither of peaceniks nor
militarists. We have a society that is well-informed and capable of
formulating its own views. Only some 13-15 percent of our popula-
tion sees a threat from the East; but more than half of them see
peace threatened in and from the Third World. Whoever takes a
sober view of the situation will reach two conclusions First, the
Soviet Union will remain a world power in the area of nuclear
weapons and sea power, and it will also be the strongest land power
on the European continent. Second, Europe will not be able to
become an island of peace in the conflict-ridden world, the dissipa-
tion of the East-West conflict and positive arms control results not-
withstanding...

It is important to define the tasks, scope, and structures of future
German armed forces now. Only in this way can we integrate Ger-
many in a future European security landscape and only in this way
can we influence the future of arms control according to our political
and strategic needs. We must move very quickly to replace the con-
cept of integrated forward defense close to the border for we cannot
organize NATO's defense in the middle of Germany. Nuclear deter-
rence will also have to be given a new content.'

Ruehe outlined five criteria to justify a future all-German military of
some 400,000. First, according to Ruehe, Germany had to be
represented in a future European security structure in a manner com-
mensurate with its political and economic weight and geopolitical posi-
tion. Second, Germany had to take into account the historically based
fears of it neighbors; therefore, German armed forces should not be
larger than those of either France or Poland. Third, Germany would
continue to need allies and partners, as it was not self-sufficient in
economic terms but rather highly dependent on open world markets
and on unimpeded access to raw materials and energy sources. Fourth,
Germany had to have sufficient forces to contribute to alliance defense
needs and to assume the national defense responsibilities of territorial

'See the %nning remarks of VolkR Rush. at the Bundww&r Forum at the CDU's
Konrad Ademer Hans on March 29,1990, in CDU Pr idw• March 29, 1m.
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needs and to assume the national defense responsibilities of territorial
forces, above all in the GDR. Finally, German forces had to remain
affordable and structured in a fashion that corresponded with the arms
control process in Vienna.

In the spring of 1990, Bonn played an important behind-the-scenes
role in pushing for a reformulation of official NATO strategy-a role
that culminated both in the London Declaration issued at the NATO
summit in early July 1990 and in the concept of "flexible reconstitu-
tion." This strategic review encompassed the three components of
NATO's military strategy MC 14/3-direct defense, deliberate escala-
tion, and general nuclear exchange. Speaking before senior military
officers in mid-June, Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg publicly
sketched out the broad outlines of Bonn's thinking on future alliance
political and military strategy. Given the achievement of German unity
and the withdrawal of Soviet forces from East-Central Europe, the
minister claimed that the alliance had fulfilled its goals as defined in
NATO's Harmel Report from 1967 and now needed to redefine its
future mission and goals in accordance with changed strategic realities.

Stoltenberg also called for significant revisions in alliance strategy.
Specifically, he called for a shift away from a strategy based on deter-
rence, flexible response, and deliberate escalation toward a new posture
predicated on the concept of stabilization and reassurance. Although
Bonn officials had been urging a shift away from deterrence as the core
of NATO nuclear strategy, arguing that deterrence implied a confron-
tational stance that was no longer appropriate in a new cooperative
European security regime, Stoltenberg's remarks were the first high-
le-el public pronouncements suggesting that NATO officially adopt a
stance making nuclear forces the weapons of last resort. More specifi-
cally, German officials now urged that all short-range systems be
removed fron. German soil and advocated future reliance on nuclear
weapons consisting solely of air-based forces and some mix of dual-
capable aircraft, stand-off missiles, or American sea-launched cruise
missiles. According to Stoltenberg.

With regard to nuclear strategic options, there will be a shift in the
relative weights of options and capabilities. If in the past we placed
an emphasis on a ladder of deterrent options, in the future the
emphasis will be less on deterrence of a specific enemy and more on
serving as a form of insurance and as a factor of stability in a mutu-
ally agreed upon system of mutual security in Europe. In this con-
text NATO will be able to change its concept of deterrence to one of
reinsurance. Following the successf conclusion of the current
Vienna negotiations, we will be able to start follow-on negotiations
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on SNF on this basis aimed at achieving a mutual minimum of
nuclear weapons in Europe according to the principle of sufficiency.2

Noting the progress toward unification and the impending with-
drawal of Soviet troops from the GDR and the rest nf Eastern Europe,
the minister noted that such changes also meant that NATO's conven-
tional strategies based on the traditional NATO "layer cake" approach
also needed to be revised:

Under these conditions NATO should replace the operational concept
of forward defense with a concept of defense at the borders which
will allow us to react accordingly to all possible forms of future mili-
tary risk. It is crucial in this context that our defense concept is
oriented toward a broad spectrum of potential military risks....

It is already clear that the previous form of a linear North-South
oriented operational concept of conventional defense must be
replaced. A flexible form of concentrating mobile forces wherever
they will be needed in crisis will be implemented in its place. The
ability for a step-by-step reconstitution of our defense potential will
increase considerably in importance in connection with significantly
reduced armed forces and a lengthier warning time in Europe. 4

German defense officials have nonetheless emphasized several ele-
ments of continuity in German defense planning. The abandonment of
flexible response and the shift toward a greater emphasis on stand-off
weapons, they insist, imply neither the denuclearization of Germany
nor a return to massive retaliation as the basis for NATO's nuclear
strategy, for such changes will take place in a Europe marked by con-
ventional parity and in which the risk of military conflict with the
USSR has seriously diminished. Similarly, the abandonment of
NATO's traditional layer-cake approach and forward defense in the
traditional sense does not mean that Germany will not be defended for-
ward in the former GDR or at its new eastern border.3 Bonn's willing-
ness to consider transitional solutions in which the former GDR
receives a special status notwithstanding, German defense officials
have always made it clear that a unified Germany will be defended as a
single entity, above all as the decision has been made to eventually

2Se Stoltenbergts speech delivered at the Kommandeutagung of the Bundeswehr on
June 13, 1990, and reprinted in Bulletin, No. 76, June 14,1990.

3According to Dieter Wellershof, "Forward defense is the most natural task of any
state. A state will defend itself there where it is attacked, namely at the border. But for-
ward defense had a special historical meaning in the defense strategy of the alliam as
the allies pledged themselves to defend at the borders of their partners This . h"M i
be changed in an integrate alliance. At the same time, the preimu concept ofanpo
fae in a owr cake, Le., side-b'y-ide in battle areas needs to be aftered .
and the reimoq of Somiet troops from Central Euroe" (emphasis ased). See
Welershofs artice in Welt am Sont•g, August 26,1990.
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move the capital to Berlin. Finally, although allied forces in a unified
Germany will be reduced, and despite the fact that foreign troops will
not be deployed in the former GDR, Bonn defense officials have made
it clear that their goal is to retain integrated forces in an echelon
defense in which German forces assume primary responsibility for the
initial phase of defense and the residual allied troops function as an
operational reserve.'

The basic contours of such changes in alliance policy were officially
embraced several weeks later at the London Summit in July 1990, and
were reflected in the London Declaration as official alliance policy.5
Shortly thereafter, these changes also set the backdrop for negotiating
the final aspects of an agreement on the security status of a unified
Germany between Kohl and Gorbachev. The main components include
agreements that:

* A unified Germany can choose to be a member of any alliance
on the basis of the principles of the CSCE process.
A bilateral treaty between a unified Germany and the USSR
regulates the withdrawal of Soviet troops from the territory of
the GDR by 1994. Western troops will remain stationed in
Berlin on a bilateral basis pending the removal of all Soviet
troops from German soil.

"* Articles 5 and 6 of the NATO treaty take effect for the territory
of the former GDR upon unification. At the same time, no
NATO troops will be deployed on the territory of the former
GDR pending the removal of Soviet troops.

"* German troops not integrated into the NATO command-i.e.,
territorial troops-will be deployed in the former GDR upon
unification during the transition. Following the departure of
Soviet troops, Bundeswehr troops can be deployed throughout a
unified Germany, albeit without nuclear delivery systems in the
former GDR. Foreign troops will not be deployed in the former
GDR.

"* The future peacetime size of the Bundeswehr will be set at
370,000 at the time of the successful conclusion of the negotia-
tions on conventional forces in Europe (CFE).6

VGrman officials have stated publicly that they expect some 150,000 allied troops to
remain in a unified Germany. See Stoltenberg's interview in Welt am Sonntoq, August
12, 1990,

5 8se NATO's London Declaration in the Guardian Week*y, July 15, 1990.
61n March 1990, Volker Rtuehe .ated that the optimal size of a fixture German army

would be 400,000. The opposition Social Democrats had proposed a reduction to
240,000, and Soviet officials had floated proposals also pinning a future Bundeswehr to
some 250,000. The final result negotiated by Kohl was closer to the initial position sug-
gested by the Ministry of Defense in Bonn.
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* A unified Germany renounces nuclear, biological, and chemical 4
weapons and remains a signatory of the NPT (non-proliferation
treaty).

With the final agreement negotiated between Kohl and Gorbachev,
the overall parameters for future German force planning have been
clearly set both for a transition period in which Soviet troops are with-
drawing from the GDR and for the time period thereafter. At the same
time, future German views on strategy and fcrce planning will be
closely tied to future threat assessments and assumptions. The conclu-
sion of an agreement on the security provisions for a unified Germany,
the Soviet-German agreement of September 1990, a CFE agreement,
the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Eastern Europe, the democratiza-
tion of Eastern Europe, and progress toward democracy in the USSR
have radically altered past threat assessments.

As a result, German force planners have been forced to contemplate
a wider variety of potential threats and to differentiate between thei
likelihood and their danger-both for purposes of planning and for the
public debate. The most dangerous threat to German and Central
European security in the immediate future continues to lie in mdwal
Soviet strategic capabilities, both nuclear and conv At the
same time, the likelihood of this residual Soviet thrý is delsbl and
will become increasingly so if centrifugal tendencies in the U per-
sist. It will therefore be increasingly difficult to u NATO Sal in
terms of the threat to the central front, esiefty at a time wben the
West is itself engaged in efforts to assist r in te Soviet Union.
Western political and military strategy woulb be see as out of sync
and working at cross purposes. This is especially tree in the case of
Germany, where the interest in bring~g the USSR isai Euoe is pro-
nounced and where the threat in past decades has been l defined
in ideological terms.

German defense planning must therefore incorporate t~w additioal
categories of risk, both rooted in regional conflict: conflict mlt*
from intra-ethnic or other stnif both in Easter Eurn and on
NATO's southern flank. These could include complex scenaio in
which conflict is neither i nor controllable by eithe NATO or
the Soviet Union. Such se , although they do not s the
classic East-West confron for wbich NATO has in the
past, may be far more - in the future than any direct
with the USSR. h is t in bo Germa an i d
that the debate over fitme alliance strateg and f p be
broadened to include a widw st of IIiy- iqs idthe •e -
tral front. A redefinitio of NATO's stitegy in the & i of Ob
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concept of "defense at the borders," outlined in the London Declara-
tion of July 1990, could, for example, mean that German forces would
plan and prepare to take part in a multinational NATO framework in
defense operations not only in Central Europe but also on the northern
and southern flanks of the NATO region.

Such changes will also place new demands and requirements on the
structure and type of German armed forces for the future. The impor-
tance of operational mobility will grow, reinforcing a trend already evi-
dent as a result of the arms control process and the thinning out of the
potential battlefield. Germany will need rapid reaction forces for ini-
tial defensive operations close to the borders-forces that mast be flex-
ible and available with little or no mobilization to give the German
leadership maximum political flexibility in a potential crisis. They, in
turn, will have to be complemented by additional screening forces as
well as by air-mobile and mechanized op'orational reserves for counter-
concentration. In the words of one high-ranking Ministry of Defense
planner:

In preparing a defense concept for the future, one must cover residual I
and new risks. Defense at the borders calls for a high degree of flexi-

bility, an optimum of warning time, and an appropriate mixture of
quick reaction and mobilizable forces.

The fact that Germany has to orient her defense concept toward
several categories of risk means a major shift in strategic thinking
away from planning at the intra-German border toward possible con-
tributions in other regions. The defense concept for the future must
serve both the most likely and the most dangerous case. In terms of
the future orientation of the German forces, this means that part of
the German forces must be available for initial operations on the
basis of a quick reaction capability with almost no need for mobiliza-
tion, thereby maximizing flexibility in response to a potential
crisis ....

Other elements, designed to ensure the buildup of the armed forces,
may be cadred to differing degrees to be available for follow-on
operations. In addition, the forces for initial and follow-on opera-
tions must be capable of acting as national or multinational
maneuver forces for the defense in centers of main effort, as screen-
ing forces, and as air mobile or mechanized operational reserves for
counter concentration.

7

Leading German officials have already pointed to five characteristics
that will be important for German armed forces in the future:

78m Uh-ich Weisser, Toward a New Security Structure in and for Europe: A German
Perspectime, The RAND Corporation, P-7667, August 1990.
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* Growing significance for command, control, communications,
"and intelligence (C3M);

* A need for maximum operational flexibility and mobility;,
* A strong defense system based on extended barriers operations

and firepower;
* A responsive air defense; and
* The growing importance of reinforcement capabilities and the

protection of sea lines of communications

All of these factors point in the direction of a broadening of the
political, economic, and military context in which future German secu-
rity needs are debated. The need for such a debate lies not only in the
desire to preserve the vitality of the alliance and German public sup-
port for NATO membership. Additional pressures for a broader under-
standing of German security and for new forms of German participa-
tion will also arise in conjunction with economic and budgetary trends
and questions of future procurement policy. Arms control and falling
defense budgets will lead to smaller quantities of major weapons sys-
tems and greater pressure to coordinate arms development and
production-a process that has already been given impetus by the 1992
European Single Act.9 The Europeanization of the arms industry will
increase pressures in Germany to loosen the country's traditional res-
trictive arms export regulations. This may, however, lead to growing
tension in view of political pressures to be more restrictive on proli-
feration issues-above all in light of criticism of German export prac-
tices in the wake of the Persian Gulf crisis.

European integration will also have a pivotal effect on the old and
often contentious issues of burden sharing and role specialization. In
the past, such progress has been blocked or has remained limited
because countries were reluctant, in the final analysis, to cede national
sovereignty and to become dependent on another country's defense
capabilities. While progress in this realm is likely to remain limited
until European unification has been furthered, political union and the
emergence of a more coherent European strategic identity do hold out
the possibility of cutting the Gordian knot that has blocked progress in
the past. In conjunction with trends in procurement, this could pro-
vide a major impetus toward a new understanding of burden sharing
and role specialization for Germany both in Europe and in the trans-
Atlantic relationship.

%See Willy Wimmer, "Sicherheitapolitische Lagebeurteilung in Europa-
Bundewhehrplanung," Wehrtechnik, No. 6, 1990, pp. 12-15.

See Simon Webb, NATO and 1992, Defnse Aqcot and Free Markets, The
RAND Corporation, R-3758-FF, July 1989.

- lI I I II • -.. ....
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Such issues will set the backdrop for a new and crucial debate not
only over the role of German armed forces but also over the overall
strategy and purpose of future German foreign and security policy.
German officials have emphasized their desire to see the alliance pro-
duce a document that would provide the political guidance to enable
Bonn to manage its public debate while simultaneously allowing for
German and other allied force planning for at least the immediate
future. Such a document would transcend both the political goals of
the alliance as outlined in the Harmel Report of 1967 and the various
components of NATO strategy as outlined in MC 14/3.

While Central Europe will remain a focal point of German attention
for the foreseeable future, the German debate must be both broadened
and widened. This will inevitably raise touchy political questions,
including a possible rethinking of constitutional provisions limiting the
use of German armed forces outside the country. Similarly, the issue
of German export controls and Germany's behavior in this regard will
increasingly be seen as a test case of Germany's new global responsibil-
ities. Yet it is in this broader context that German elite and public
support for the alliance can best be consolidated. And it is in this con-
text that a new Germany will be able to shed many of its past self-
imposed restrictions on security thinking and assume a new and more
mature role in a European global, as opposed to national, context.

I
4



VII. NEW CHALLENGES AND NEW RISKS

The challenge inherent in German foreign policy today lies in he
necessity to balance the need to maintain and deepen integration in
Western Europe, the need to rapidly support the political and economic
"reconstruction of the East, and the need both to consolidate a new
trans-Atlantic relationship as necessary geopolitical backup or
insurance during the transition to a new European order and to
transform that relationship into a new and ultimately more balanced
global partnership.

German leaders know that a race is currently being waged between
integration in Western Europe and disintegration in Eastern Europe;
hence, they know as well that they must forge a set of policies that
facilitate the deepening of the EC while simultaneously keeping it open
as a safety net to deal with the problems produced by the collapse of
communism in Eastern Europe and the potential disintegration of the
USSR. It is also understood, however, that a second race is taking
place as well-a race to create a new trans-Atlantic bargain with the
United States that would ensure active American participation in
European affairs before the erosion of NATO's structure assumes criti-
cal proportions.

Four dangers face German policymakers in their attempt to meet
these challenges. The first lies in the residual uncertainties of German
domestic politics in the wake of unification. The successful political
and economic integration of the former GDR will be a time-consuming
process that will absorb Germany's attention and resources, especially
at the outset. Moreover, the Germans from the GDR must learn to
appreciate the benefits of Western integration and to become Europe-
anized if they are to ensure that Germany does not experience a resur-
gence of nationalism at a time when there will be growing pressures for
it to cede sovereignty to multilateral Western institutions. The danger
lies in the prospect that Germany will become preoccupied with its own
internal woes at a time when the country is confronted with a full
foreign policy agenda. Although the current German preoccupation
with domestic issues may be understandable, it also harbors risks, as it
could lead to a deceleration of precisely those processes that the Ger-
mans have underlined as key to building a new Europe.

The second danger is that Germany will not effect its political and
economic integration into the EC as quickly or comprehensively as it
hopes. Clearly numerous factors and issues are at stake in the debate

66
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over the future of the EC, but a key issue among them is the future of
Franco-German relations-a factor that both Paris and Bonn have long
viewed as the tautor behind EC integration. Yet despite Bonn's rheto-
ric that German unification has furthered European unification as well,
the reality of Franco-German relations during the past year has served
as a sober reminder both of the complex problems inherent in integra-
tion and of residual uncertainties concerning Germany's weight and a
clear reluctance on the pert of Germany's neighbors to tie themselves
closely to a country whose futhue politics and policies are still some-
what uncertain.

The details of Franco-German relations over the past year are
beyond the scope of this study. Suffice it to say that thaey offer an
object !esson in the manner in which political elit-i can maintain a
dialogue on practically a daily basis while still misunderstanding each

- other's motives and intent. Specifically, initial irritations in Paris over
a hIck of consultation were compounded by German irritation over
Fiench overtures toward Moscow in the fall of 1989 and, more recently,
by France's decision to withdraw French troops from Germany despite
Chancellor Kohl's publicly expressed desire that such troops remain.
The key question for the future is whether such differences can now be
buried such that agreement can be reached on the proper course and
timetabie for European political integration and ftir the esLt, Ashment
of a future foreign and security policy role -or the EC.

From Germany's perspective, France is hesitating precisely at a time
when a new impetus from Franco-German relations is sorely needed.
Fra,'ce, according to Horst Teischik, ... must now decide to what
degree it is willing to woik in an alliance with Germany in the Com-
munity."' In Paris, however, lingering doubts and suspicions remain
over Germany's oommitment to integration in the wake of unification.
Moneover, while the Fiench political clite clearly remains committed to
European unification, realizing that it offers tha best guarantee that
Germany will remain integrated in the West, unificatflon has created
the potential for the EC to fall increasingly under German influence-a
proVect that makes it all the more difficult for France to contemplate
abandoning further elements of its national sovereignty. Finally, the
fear of a German preoccupation with the East and German-Soviet rap.
proeNement persists in some influenial Freneh circles.

18ft Telaeehik' artide in Die Welt, Stptembe 22, 1990.
OW hila hiis vwi• shoeld iot neeafrily be taken as repmentative of thO Ftech

government or Prident Mittermnd, the views of Defense Minister Jean-Pierre
Chevenement i this repr ae noteworthy. 1A a sech delvered in late MA 19W on
the tiure of 'rmnch "fse pdy and Nmetra rob! in the wodd, Chevweiment under-
stol'A two "invrevrsibW' fwwnf as crweit for fvencb mid Euro~asu Wcutity. 1'he Cars
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The third danger facing German policymakers is tle possibility tha:,.
they might be overwhelmed by the problems of political and economic,
reccnstruction further east. Several powerful factors combinc. to leve
Germany little alternative but to become actively involved in reform
and change in Eabternl Europe. First, Bonn has always felt a special
moral responsibility toward Eastern Europe in light of Germeny's his-
toric role in the region; this motivation was at the core of Bonn's Ot-
politih in the early 1970s. Moreover, the key role that events in Poland
and Hungary played in the eventual collapse of the GDR has
strengthened Germany's sease of gratitude as well as its willingness to
bolster the reform processes in these countries. 3 Second, no Western
country is more attuned to the consequences of the failure of reform
efforts in the East than Germany. German leaders are profoundly con-
cerped about the possibility that political and economic turmoil in the
East might spill over into Germany in the form either of a new flood of
refugee or of renewed nationalism-factors that could both have a
direct beating on Germany's own domestic fabric. Ultimately, Ger-
many ca-inot afford iv•, Lo become involved in the East, for its own
domestic stability and security requirements are intimately intertwined
with the fate of reform and democracy in this region.

Germany's engagement in the region is also being driv,.n by indige-
nous demand. Although it would be premature to conclude that anti-
German feeling resulting from the Second World Wor has faded
entirely, significant chauges have occurred as a result of Bonn's own
effrts t('ward rapprochement and generational change. Indeed, many
of the newly democratic regimes of the former Warsaw Pact look
toward Bonn ,as their primary Western spoiresmnan and see Germany as
their gateway to the West. Moreover, much of Eastern Europe looks
toward Germany, a prosperous and democratic country with an exten-
sive welfare state, as an 6xample of how to rebuild a devastated

was the decline -f Soviet power and an increase in German power and the possibility of a
new Rapallo: "As we have been able to observe in the past, changes in the balance
between these two countries--both of which tend to be expansionist-can lead to an
accord for the subsequent penod. There is an old connivance between these two peoples
which has taken many forms from Cetherine II to Bismarck. Our century has witnessed
examples of this as well. Everybody remembers Rapallo and the Hitler-Stalin Pac; Let
us not forget that it was the FRG that ga e the starting signal for detente." The second
factor singled out by Chevenement was the future of German public opiznion, which he
also saw as being ir.fluenced by developments in the USSR and likely to result in "some
race for influence ... Central Europe" between Germany and the USSR. According to
Chevenement, "Whatever happens, it is predictable that German public opinion-without
going so far as to wisi: for a retwrn of Weltpolitik-will probably impose an active foreign
policy consistent with that great power's traditions and potential." See Chevenement's
speech, published in Defense Na'ionaoe, July 16, 1990, pp. 9-f 3.

3$ew GOf-schei's speech than'inr former Hungarian Forcgu Minister Gyula Horn ip
Bulletin, No. 68, May 2c., 1990.
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country as well as a former dictatorship. As many of these countries
turn West for political, economic, and educational assistance, they are
increasingly focusing their demands on Germany as they discover that
the Germans first and foremost have the pelitical will and the
resoutces to help them.

German political leaders repeatedly insist that they lack the
resources to play this role themselves, especially in light of the enor-
mous shc&L- -rm economic and financial burdens placed on them as a
result of unification. Moreover, for a political elite whose formative
experiences have been gathered working through Western multilateral
institutions, the notion of Germany assuming primary responsibility
for managing change in Eastern Europe on its own is still an alien one.
For this reason, Germany will continue to advocate a joint Western
policy approach toward addre"-.ing the problems of this region.

Germany's dilemma lies in the possibility that problems in the East
could emerge well before Western institutions such as the EC or the
SICSCE are capable of dealing with the political, economic, and security
problems in the region. A C-ermany faced with growing instability on
its Eastern flank and finding its calls for joint Western assistance for
the region rebuffed could become increasingly tempted to adopt a go-
it-alone approach in the reg.on and to develop its own bilateral work-
ing arrangements with individual countries, inciudcLg the USSR.

A related danger lies in the problems inherent in trying to manage a
modus operandi with a disintegrating USSR. All of the dangers men-
tioned above with regard to Eastern Europe loom larger if one looks
beyond the immediate horizon to contemplate scenarios involving the
disintegration and possible breakup of the USSR. Should the USSR
continue to disintegrate, the West-specifically the EC and
Germany-will inevitably act as a polc or magnet that will exert a
powedfl pull westward-above all for the western republics of the
Soviet state. Although conventional wisdom once suggested that Ger-
man atrocities in the Second World War had left a strong anti-German
sentiment in their wake in the western sections of the USSR, there are
indications that the cultural and political predisposition of the newly
emerging elites in the Westerin republics of the USSR may be far less
hostile toward Germany than is commonly assumed. Whether the
Western magnet will be an increasingly cohesive EC that has opened
itself to the East or simply Germany, however, will depend on the time
frame in which such events unfold, on how successful the EC has been
in broadening toward the East, and on the policies key Western coun-
tries migbt pursue toward such newly autoDomous or independent enti-
ties.
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Although the various scenarios for the future breakup of the USSR
and the consequences thereof are seemingly endless, such a develop-
ment would place an inordinate strain on German attention, resources,
and diplomacy-for it would lead inevitably to the creation of a power
vacuum in the East that would result in turn in a critical restructuring
of political and economic influence in the region. This would place
enormous pressure on the West, above all Germany, to find some new
modus operandi with the newly emerging independent or autonomous
elites of the region. The West and Germany would also be compelled
to reach some sort of mutual understanding with the USSR in order to
try to manage this process of chaotic change.

The prospect of a zone of politically and economically unstable and
weak states starting on Germany's eastern border is a potential night-
mare for any German policymaker- -especially were that zone to extend
eastward to include the western fringes of a disintegrating USSR.
Despite strong historical, political, and economic interests in the
region, the current German political elite has little interest in assuming
the primary or sole responsibility for managing the enormous problems
and challenges left in the wake of the collapse of communist rule in
Europe. At the same time, the power vacuum that is emerging in the
area will inevitably exert a strong pull on Germany toward the East-
especially if the elites of this region call for German political capital,
financial, and commercial resources, and renewed cultural and educa-
tional ties. This has little to do with some mythical Drang nach Osten
but rather would result from a Zwaag nach Osten--or the imperative to
become more involved in the East to prevent instability on the eastern
flank from spilling over into Germany itself.

This helps explain the clear tone of concern that one can detect
among some German policymakers as thty contemplate both the
unwillingness of many of their Western European neighbors in the EC
to quickly broaden the community and the potential for instability on
their eastern flank. The risk is that the inability or unwillingness of
the West to develop a multilateral and coordinated approach to the
region might result both in a political backlash and in growing social
and economic instability in Eastern Europe, the consequences of which
would directly affect the domestic fabric of Germany through such
venues as increased migration from the East or a rise in national senti-
ment.

Such factors will also have a critical impact on Germany's attitudes
toward its Western commitments. A Germany that is unsuccessful in
harnessing Western institutions such as the EC or the CSCE to
address mounting political and economic turmoil on its eastern flank,
and one that feels increasingly compelled to act on its own in the
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region, could quickly find itself faced with the type of agonizing reap-
praisal of its relations with its Western neighbors that it has thus far
sought to avoid. The pressures on Bonn to act in a unilateral or bilat-
eral fashion, and in a manner contrary to its clear preference and own
best interests, will thus grow considerably.

Although Germans are currently loath to draw a direct link between
Western support for its policies toward the East and future commit-
ments toward the EC or NATO, there is an implicit connection
between the two. A Germany that finds little support or enthusiasm
among its Western partners for dealing with issues in the East that
directly affect vital German interests could be compelled t3 rethink its
relative priorities. Such a sequence of events nould also lead Germany
to question the effectiveness of its past multilateral approach and to
dilute its commitment and contribution to NATO, the EC, or both.

Such scenarios quickly bring us to the fourth danger facing German
policymakers-namely, a premature attenuation of the trans-Atlantic
bond resulting from changing trends in German public opinion merging
with American neoisolationisin to produce a premature American with-
drawal from European security affairs. The latter would place an enor-
mous burden on the EC to assume a major security policy role precisely
at a time when it is confronted with a delicate balancing act between
deepening and broadening its scope. Although many German poli-
cymakers do want the EC to develop a security policy role, they see
this as an incremental role that should gradually evolve to complement
NATO and perhaps to replace it in the longer term. Any attempt to
burden the EC with multiple new roles could lead V) the political
paralysis of that alliance.

At first glance, German-American relations would appear to be
better than ever. Early and firm American support for German unity
has been gratefully acknowledged by German leaders-and not only is
the standing of the Bush administration in German public opinion
high, but much of the radical chic anti-Americanism of the early 1980s
has dissipated. Hence the threat to the American presence in Germany
does not lie in some sudden surge in anti-American sentiments or in
vocal calls for an immediate troop withdrawal. Rather, it lies in the
possibility that the American presence will. in the medium or long
term, come to be seen as unnecessary, irrelevant, and a growing irri-
tant.

Public opinion polls have shown that West German support for
NATO membership has remained strong and fairly constant
throughout the unification process. When asked in the spring of 1990
whether they would prefer a total withdrawal of American troops from
Europe or retaining some troops "to maintain stability," the percentage
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of West Germans who opted for a residual American presence was still
some 62 percent. At the same time, the percentage of those who view
NATO as essential to their country's security has fallen, reflecting a
trend evident throughout Western Europe.4 Similarly, there is a strong
public preference for the EC to assume a greater role in security policy
over the longer run.5

Such polls point to a strong de3ire on the part of the German public
to remain part of a collective Western defensive alliance as opposed to
striving for neutrality. This should not, however, be interpreted as
suggesting that little if anything has changed in the German public
mindset. There have in fact been signific•mt shifts in German public
opinion-above all on the question of the American presence, which is
tied to the collapse of Western perceptions of the Soviet threat. The
percentage of West Germans concerned about a threat from the East
has fallen from some 65 percent in early 1980, following the Soviet
invasikn of Afghanistan, to a mere 14 percent in the summer of 1989
(see Figure 7.1).

The full magnitude of the shift in German public opinion or such
issues can be seen in polling data compiled by the Allensbach Institute
in West Germany through the use of so-called trend questions--i.e.
questions posed over a lengthy period of time in an attempt to capture
longer-term shifts in overall trends in the public mood. If one com-
pares the years 1970 and 1990, one can see a near-reversal in German
attitudes on the need for an American troop presenc as a guarantee
for German security. When asked in the 1970s whether German secu-
rity could be guaranteed without American forces, one-half of respon-
dents replied that this was not the case. Following the onset of
Gorbachev's reform policies in the mid-1980s, however, West Germans
were roughly split on the question-and by the spring of 1990, after the
revolutions in Eastern Europe of the previous fall, a clear majority no
longer believed that American troops were needed (see Figure 7.2).

Since the early 1960s, Allensbach has also attempted to determine
how Germans would react were they to read in the newspaper that the
United States was withdrawing its forces from Europe-i.e., whether
they would welcome or regret this news. Through the early 1980s, a
solid majority of West Germans replied that they would regret such a
step. Following Gorbachev's ascent to power in the mid-1980s,

4See USIA Research Memorandum, "West Europeans Reject Total Withdrawal of
American Troops but Fewer Deem NATO and U.S. Military Presence Essential.," April
11, 1990.

69w USIA Research Memorandum, "Support for NATO Unshaken by Collapse of
Communism, but West Europeans Prefer EC for Future Security Decisionmaking,"
February 7,1990.
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Reaction

Date Security
of poll Security no longer Impossible

guaranteed guaranteed to say

May 1970 20 50 30

May/June 1973 24 47 29

June/July 198- 33 35 32

July 1988 37 37 26
December 1988 34 34 32

July 1989 43 32 25

March 1990 54 21 25

SOURCE: Allensbsclh Institute for Public Opinion

Fig. 7.2--Question: Assuming that there would no longer be any
American forces in the Federal Republic, could our mitary

security be guaranteed or no longer guaranteed?

however, West Germans were divided on this issue as 'wo, and by the
spring of 1990 some 49 percent replied that they would w m the
announcement of an American troop withdrawal (see Figinm 7.3).
Moreover, a breakdown according to age and party affiliation clerly
showed that support for an American troop presence is weaket among
the younger age groups. Similarly, whereas the parties of the Bonn
coalition are roughly split on this question, a solid majority emerged on
the Left and among the electorate of the SPD and the Greens in favor
of an American troop withdrawal (see Figure 7.4).

The trends just outlined could be exacerbated by the unification pro-
cess if the addition of some 17 million former tEast Germans to the
security debate added a new variable to the equation governing overall
German attitudes toward the American role in Germany. Yet existing
evidence on East German attitudes toward the United States is still
fragmentary. Systematic polling started only recently, and attitudes in
the GDR are obviously in a state of flux; after having been bombarded
with 40 years of propaganda presenting the United States and NATO
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Reaction
Date of poll Welcome (%) Regret (%) Undecided (%)

June 1962 12 59 29

April 1969 17 56 27

May 1970 22 51 27

May/June 1973 23 45 32

June 1976 15 54 31

AugustlSeptember 1979 11 60 29

September/October 1981 17 59 24

October 1982 21 55 24

March/April 1987 34 32 34
September 1987 32 38 30

July 1988 36 34 30
December 1988 33 33 34

July 1989 38 30 32

March 1990 49 22 29

SOURCE: Allensbach Institute for Public Opinion

Fig. 7.3--Question: If tomorrow you were to read in the newspaper
that the Americans were withdrawing their forces from Europe,

would you welcome or regret this news?

as the leading cause of tension and as a possible catalyst for war in
Europe, East Germans might initially harbor overly critical attitudes
toward the United States and American policy.

An initial United States Information Service (USIA) poll conducted
in the GDR in June 1990 prior to the final agreements on a future
security arrangement for Germany nonetheless found significant differ-
ences between West and East German attitudes toward German
membership in NATO. A mere 26 percent of East Germans wanted a
unified Germany to be in NATO, with 56 percent favoring neutrality; a
similar poll conducted the same month in the FRG produced a 58 per-
cent majority favoring NATO membership, with some 31 percent
preferring neutrality (see Figure 7.5). Similarly, some 70 percent of all
East Germans favored the withdrawal of all American military forces
from Western Europe (see Figure 7.6).6

OSee USIA Research Memorandum, "East Germans Don't Want a United Germany in
NATO," July 9, 1990,
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Queion: Some people hawvermvocisd towilikau of all Soviet Mitay
forces fro 6 Europe. Ciws say It Is rnporft to Is psomne
Soviet Pm forces In Europe to maktin utabity. Whic view Is
dosertoyourown?

Vare

Withdraw all Soviet forces 75%
Keep some Soviet forces tn 19%
maintain stability

Don't know 6%

Total 100%

Quesilo: son* peoplehave advocated tw • •rvlof ad Ameticanmnotry
Strw frmWester Europe. O¢xn say I Is Irrorma to keep aown

•ucl nmt e u•k mm by hhvmoser to your own?

Variable

%fWthdraw all American forces 70%

Keep some American toces to 22%
maintain stabMft

Don't know 8%

Total 100%

SOURCE: UnWd StMes kIoknaion Service

Fig. 7.6-East German attitudes in June 1990 toward the potential
withdrawal of Soviet and American troops

troop presence in years past-i.e., that they have acted as a stabilizing
force for German detiocracy-are likely to be largely irrelevant for a
younger generation of Germans. It will be increasingly difficult and
perhaps impossible to justify either a strong Bundeswehr or a residual
allied troop presence solely in terms of a residual Soviet threat, above
all at a time when Germany is pursuing a policy of rapprochement and
assistance toward the USSR. Not only is it politically inopportune to
stress such risks at a time when the German government is eagerly
constructing a new relationship with the Soviet Union, but the pres-
ence of Soviet troops on German soil for the next four years will con-
tinue to give Bonn an interest in not offending Moscow.

Recognition of this problem has led Bonn to take a lead role in
advocating a fundamental change in the policies and structure of the
alliance as well as a broader definition of German security interests,
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including new and expanded roles for German, American, and other
NATO troops. Atlanticists in Germany also urge the forging of a new
strategic partnership between a unified Germany and the United
States-a partnership that would obviously continue to be rooted in
geopolitical factors. The bottom line of the German-American rela-
tionship remains rooted in a security partnership based on
geopolitics-namely the need for the United States to balance the
USSR as a continental superpower, above all in the nuclear realm.
Without a clearly recognized sense of geopolitical interests, the pres-
ence of American troops will be increasingly difficult to justify.

At the same time, geopolitics is not enough. The future of the
American presence in Germany will not hinge entirely on perceptions
of a residual Soviet threat. Instead, it will be seen in a broader
context-one that takes into account the need to develop coordinated
strategies in the realm of trans-Atlantic commercial and economic
issues as well as a joint policy toward the USSR and Eastern Europe.
German officials point to the need to expand on Secretary of State
Baker's speech in December 1989, in which he called for a new rela- j
tionship between the United States and the EC. Not only is such a
relationship in American economic interests, but it would also create a
broader political and economic base for an American role in Europo as
well as an institutionalized mechanism with which to ensure that ten-
sions over trade and commercial issues do not cause undue harm to the
trans-Atlantic strategic relationship.

German officials also underscore the need for a joint Western Ost-
politik that includes the United States. In theory, German and Ameri-
can interests in the East will continue to run in parallel even in the
face of a disintegrating USSR. Both countries will be interested in
preserving an American presence and engagement to help fill a poten-
tial major power vacuum in Europe, and both will be strongly
interested in retaining a good relationship with a rump Soviet state
that will presumably continue to control a significant quantity of
nuclear weapons. Moreover, both will be interested in preserving as
much stability as possible in Eastern Europe and in the western por-
tions of the USSR and will thus be inclined to negotiate agreements
with the remaining Soviet or Russian state on these terms. Finally,
while it is recognized that Germany has a key and perhaps decisive role
to play in the region, no one-including the Germans themselves-
wants to see the role of managing orderly change in the region become
exclusively Germany's.

These are the potential elements of a new strategic bargain between
Germany and the United States. In the final analysis, major adjust-
ments will be required in the way we see our own role in Germany and
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in Europe. Specifically, American influence in European affairs will be
more limited and diffuse. Moreover, Germany will be a more equal,
assertive, and independent-minded partner that will want the United
States to remain involved, but increasingly on terms defined by the
Germans themselvej. Future German attitudes toward the United
States will hinge on American attitudes in areas deemed essential to
German interests. Should German-American differences emerge on
how to deal with the USSR, Eastern Europe, CSCE, or trade issues-
all areas in which German political and diplomatic energies are likely
to flow in the next couple of years-the American role could be mar-
ginalized in the Germans' perceptions.
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VIII. GERMANY'S TRIPLE TRANSITION

The unification of Germany has launched the country on a triple
transition. The first such transition resulted from the merging of the
two German states, the augmentation of German resources and influ-
ence, and the consequences for the existing balance in Europe and
beyond. Both the domestic and foreign aspects of unification have
been accomplished under conditions that would have been considered
wildly optimistic only a few years ago. Yet unification was not the
result of diplomatic machinations but rather was i product of self-
determination and of a popular, peaceful, democratic, and pro-Western
revolt by the East German populace. Moreover, the key components of
a final security arrangement for a unified Germany include NATO
membership, a continuing American nuclear guarantee, and modest
constraints on the Bundeswehr-in short, conditions that so obviously
correspond to Western interests that few experts would have dared to

German unification, however, must not be seen in isolation. Fun-

damentally, it is the result of a basic shift in the balance of forces in
Europe whose ramifications extend well beyond Germany or Central
Europe and that resulted both from the collapse of communism in
East-Central Europe and from the pending withdrawal of massive
Soviet military force from Central and Eastern Europe. Its result,
however, is a fundamental change in the European security
environment-one that will touch on the interests of 4ll European
actors. Its impact on Germany has nontheless been direct and has
certainly been more far-reaching than on other Western European or
NATO countries. Not only has Germany been unified, but the FRG
has been transformed from a divided front-line state exposed to mas-
sive Soviet power to one of the strongest actors on the European stage
surrounded by friendly, democratic, and weaker countries.

The second transition lies in the internal political transiarmation
that will accompany the anification process. It would certainly be
premature tV predict how the reintegration of two halves of a nation
divided for 40 years by ideology will affect the future political culture
and fabric of a unified Germany. Yet there is every reason to assume
that the well-tested democratic institutions of the FRG are ideally
suited to guarantee a quick transition to democratic rule in the former
GDR as well as to lay the basis for successful democratic rule in an
all-Germaa framework. Nonetheless, one should not forget that at
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least a generation elapsed before West German democracy matured to
the point at which Germans as well as their neighbors developed full
confidence in that system.

While the learning curve in the GDR will be steep, the political edu-
cation and adaptation of some 16 million Germans with little practical
experience in the ways of democracy will inevitably take time.
Roughly 20 percent of a future all-German parliament will consist of
delegates from the former GDR-delegates whose political and intellec-
tual baggage is quite different from that of their West German counter-
parts. V22ny will have to be convinced of the merits of much of what
has long become established consensus in West Germany.

This will also be a process that will differ from the West German
experience in at least one important way. In the 19%s, a generation of
West Germans turned to the West, above all the United States, for
inspiration and ideas for building a new democracy. In the 1990s, East
Germans will turn to a successful West German model for inspiration
rather than seeking inspiration from an American model, whose attrac-
tion has faded in light of America's own internal problems. If one
believes that the FRG's experience with the United States as a society,
as well as with key Western European countries such as France, was
critical to the internal evolution of an open, liberal German democracy,
then the Europeanization and Atlanticization of the Gezawns in the
GDR will be a key task for Bonn and its Western allies.

Unification also coincides with a crucial generational transition in
both former parts of Germany. German unity has been accomplished
by a generation of German leaders who knew a single, unified Germany j
in their youth and who rejoice in seeing a development that many had
long assumed they would never witness in their lifetimes. This was
also a generation, however, that grew up bearing the heavy burden of
the crimes of National Socialism and the holocaust, and for whom
nationalism and the cultivation of national pride were thus suspect if
not taboo.

This was, in addition, a generation that sought to give Germans a
new identity in the context of Europe and the Atlantic Community and
for whom America was not only a strategic ally but a conduit for
Western and democratic ideas. All these factors combined to make
German leaders in many ways the least national in terms of style and
subsetancs. At the same time, there was also a correlation on a societal
level. Public opinion polls over the year have documnted the ongoifg

of postwar West Germans on questions of national iden-
tity and national pride, eading Elizabeth Noele-Nemann of the"

Noo
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Allensbach Institute to comment that Germany was a "wounded
nation."I

The building of a new Germany will be performed by a new genera-
tion of Germans that is emerging on the political scene-a generation
that is solidly prodemocratic but one that is also far more self-
confident. It has been raised without many of the doubts concerning
the stability of German democracy that characterized its forefathers
and has instead come to know Germany's postwar accomplishments
with pride. It is also a generation that is growing weary of having
Germany's democratic credentials and commitment to the West
repeatedly challenged, and one whose sense of dependence on Bonn's
allies, above ail the United States, is far less pronounced. It is, more-
over, a generation for whom patriotism and national pride are
increasingly seen as normal. The weight of German history will
undoubtedly continue to cast a shadow, but this shadow will grow
shorter with the passage of time.

Unification will reinforce German national pride for several reasons.
First, the German elite's handling of the unification process has
already given German self-confidence and national pride a tremendous
boost. Second, unification offers Germany the opportunity to rid itself
of the identity crisis that plagued the FRG throughout the postwar
period. The anomaly of the FRG and the GDR as two states of a com-
mon nation has been overcomt --and with it many of the aspects of the
"wounded nation" of the postwar period have been overcome as well.
Germany will become more national if for no other reason than that
those factors that once made it so difficult for Germans to cultivate a
sense of national pride are slowly dissipating.

The result is likely to be a Germany that is democratic, liberal, and
capitalist but also one that is more Protestant, more strongly oriented
toward the East, and more consciously German. Whether this means
that the country or individual parties are going to swing to the left or
the right is not yet clear, as this will hinge on the ability of the parties
to respond to new issues that emerge in German politics. But the com-
fortable and predictable patterns of postwar West German politics as
most Western analysts have come to know them are likely to change in
new, interesting, and often unpredictable ways.

Furthermore, a new unified Germany is likely to be increasingly
engaged and preoccupied with the East. This has nothing to do with
any ostensible Drang nach Osten but instead reflects the need to come
to terms with potentially serious political and economic ferment that

'See Elizabeth Noelle-Neumann and Renate Koecher, Die verletzte Nation: Ueber
den Versuch der Deutschen ihren Charaoter zu aendern (Deutsche-Verlags Anstalt,
Stuttgart, 1987).
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could arise on Germany's eastern flank. No country has a greater
interest in the rapid consolidation of stable democratic rule and
economic progress in the former communist countries of Central and
Eastern Europe than Germany. Should the countries on Germany's
eastern border fail in their attempts to move quickly to a new political
and economic order, forces could easily be unleashed ranging from
mass migration to growing nationalism, which would place a tremen-
dous burden on Germany's social system and patience and could fuel a
national backlash.2 Maintaining political and economic stability on
Germany's eastern flank is likely to become Germany's primary secu-
rity concern.

The third transition concerns German attitudes toward power, the
use of power and influence as a tool of diplomacy, and the goals to
which newly acquired German influence will be applied. This is, first
and foremost, a question of the psychological transformation of a
former divided, medium-sized power into the dominant political and
economic actor on the continent. Throughout much of the postwar
period, the FRG assumed a low foreign policy profile. Burdened with
the weight of German history, the role of a front-line state, and an
identity crisis rooted in partition, the FRG's leaders deliberately chose
to maintain a low profile and became masters at pursuing their goals
through multilateral institutions, thereby avoiding any direct leader-
ship role or direct responsibility of leadership.

Such factors have also profoundly affected the West German domes-
tic debate about foreign and security policy. For much of the early
postwar period any discussion of separate German "national interests"
was taboo. Similarly, geopolitics as a school of thought or as a
rationale for strategy was largely discredited in the public eye owing to
its misuse under Hitler, and it thus survived only among elite circles of
security policy analysts. The result was a style of foreign policy that
was well tailored to the FRG's needs as a divided, medium-sized coun-
try located at the East-West divide.

There have long been signs that such a role was anachronistic and
perceived as such by both Germans and their allies. Twenty years ago,
Willy Brandt pointed to the mismatch between German capabilities
and its political responsibility when he termed the FRG an economic
giant but a political dwarf. And in the early 1980s, Helmut Schmidt
pushed his country to assume a greater leadership role in East-West

2The plight of thousands of Poles trying to enter Germany to work illegally or simply
to engage in black market transactions, together with the subsequent decision of the Ger-
man authorities to reinstitute visa requirements after growing tensions in the border
area, has already led commentators to refer to the Oder-Neisse river on the German-
Polish border as the new Rio Grande in Europe.
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affairs as the question of German dependence on Washington became a
major domestic issue throughout the INF debate. As Germany unites
against a rapidly changing political landscape, the country will inevita-
bly have to question whether its old agenda and, above all, its old style
and instruments of foreign policy are fully adequate to meet the new
challenges.

How will Germans accommodate themselves psychologically to their
newly acqjired power and influence? Will they maintain the mentality
of a medium-sized country, or will they again start to think and behave
like a great power? In the mid-1980s, at the height of the peace debate
centered on INF deployment, West German historian Hans-Peter
Schwarz wrote a book entitled The Tamed Germans in which he
lamented that his countrymen had come full circle from their previous
preoccupation with power politics to a total disregard for geopolitical
thinking and a tendency to view such thinking as highly immoral. 3

Will such thinking prove to be an enduring part of the postwar Ger-
man psyche, or will a healthy sense of democratically based geopolitical
thinking emerge?

The prospect of Germany coming to terms with itself and the basic
question of national identity should be a positive one for all neighbors
in both East and West. In the final analysis, it offers the hope of a
Germany that is more predictable both as a society and as a foreign
policy actor. The prospect of Germany developing a normal and
healthy sense of patriotism based on its postwar accomplishments is a
development that should be greeted, not feared.

Quo vadis Germany? The course of German political behavior in
the last year offers ample testimony to how strong the German com-
mitment remains to preserving the structures that have served the
FRG so well in the postwar period. At key junctures in the unification
process, Bonn proved itself willing to assume considerable costs to
assure that unity be achieved along the lines of Article 23 of the Basic
Law. Similarly, Bonn was willing to make considerable financial con-
cessions to the USSR to ensure that a future Germany would be
allowed to retain the foreign policy structures that have served West
German interests so well in the postwar period.

If such structures will remain the same, a unified Germany will still
differ from either of the two German states as we have come to know
them in the postwar period. The Germany that emerges from the unif-
ication process will not simply be an enlarged FRG. Such changes will
not only be a function of the influence of Germany's eastern part ,n

3See Hans-Peter Schwarz, Die gezaehmten Deutschen" Von Machtbesessenheit zur
Machtvergessenheit (Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart, 1985).
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German political culture; equally important will be the results of gen-
erational change and the maturation of Germany as a country that
comes to terms with the past and again assumes a dominant role in
European affairs.

Similarly, German foreign policy will evolve for the simple reason
that the country's strategic and foreign policy environment has been
altered-and because the challenges now confronting a unified German
state are so radically different from those that the FRG was compelled
to deal with for four decades. The key challenge for Germany is to bal-
ance the requirements of Western integration with the need to con-
front the extremely difficult task of the political and economic recon-
struction of the East. In the wake of the collapse of communism in
Eastern Europe, Germany will be more likely than any other country
in the Western alliance to see the promotion of political and economic
stability in the East as a &,r-.i.n policy imperative of the first order.

With regard to foreign policy initniments, Germany's clear prefer-
ence will be to seek to accomplish its goaib through existing multi-
lateral institutions. Germany is likely to continue to bc NATO, the
EC, and the CSCE as important institutions through which it can pur-
sue its multiple agendas of preserving geopolitical balance, pursuing
European unity, and building a new Europe from the Atlantic to the
Urals. At the same time, a unified Germany will continue to seek to
use its new influence to shape these institutions according to its wishes
and preferred approaches.

Perhaps the most important question, however, is whether and when
Germany is prepared to reassume the role of a major actor both in
Europe and beyond. Are the Germans ready for such a role, and is the
rest of Europe and the world ready for it as well? The Germans are
only starting to realize that their position in Europe, their resources,
and the potential power vacuum that could emerge in Eastern Europe
could quickly thrust an enormous responsibility upon them; not
surprisingly, many of them are hesitant to play such a role. Yet
Europe needs German resources, skill, and leadership if it is to master
the challenges it faces.

The United States has been the key country throughout the postwar
period that has facilitated the political rehabilitation of the FRG from
its status as a defeated country and the maturation of Germany as a
responsible European power. This also helps explain the early and
decisive support of the current administration for German unity, in
contrast to the initial reticence of several other Western allies. This
American attitude has in part been the luxury of a superpower that
enjoys greater distance. Yet it has also reflected a desire to move
toward a more equal and balanced partnership.
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This process has certainly had its high and low points as the rela-
tionship between the two countries has evolved, as Germany has
recovered from the wounds of the Second World War, and as sporadic
fits of rebellion against the influence of their erstwhile mentors have
sent occasional waves through the German body politic and German-
American relations. Similarly, it would be misleading to suggest that
Americans have not shared others' concerns regarding certain trends in
German politics. Yet the United States has repeatedly nurtured the
process of rehabilitation in Germany.

German unification has undoubtedly altered the context of
German-American relations, and many irt both countrier alcidy ques-
tion the future significance of the German-American relaticnl.-hip. Yet
the United States still has a crucial role to play in Geemany and in
Europe-not as a controller or a mentor but rather as a key pratner in
Western leadership. It is a senior partner, first and foremost, in its role
as interlocutor with the USSR on security issues. It is aso in
everyone's interests that Germany outgrow its previously Darrov, seca-
rity mindset and that it not become preoccupied with itself and the
sole Western power heavily engaged in the East. The best guarantee
against such a scenario is to ensure that the problems of the East are
dealt with jointly by the key countries of Western Europe in a iiulti-
lateral guise that includes the United States.

Finally, the United States can and should encourage Germany to
become involved in broader issues touching on zommon Western wecu-
rity interests. This does not mean that Germany should resort to the
types of aggressive policies on the world stage that spelled disaster so
often in the past or that it should pursue an expanded international
role on its own. Yet unification must also mark the end of geopoliticl
and international abstinence.

It is only in this way that the German-American relationship will
remain healthy and thrive. A division of labor in which the Germans
deal solely with the East and in which the United States concentrates
on crises in the Persian Gulf or elsewhere could simply accelerate a
process of erosion and marginalization on both sides of the Atlantic. It
would be a tremendous irony of history if the United States, after play-
ing such a decisive role in building German democracy, promoting
Germany's rehabilitation, and facilitating the achievement of German
unity, should now become a marginal force in German and European
politics.
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